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Tiger softballers throw
5 no-hitters in 8
games
(see page 10)

Bugs,

Daylight Savings Time begins Sunday morning.
Don't forget to turn your clocks forward one hour.

The voice of the famous
bunny, Mel Blanc, will
speak at UOP next week
(see page 9)
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Supervisors: STOP Special Admissions
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By Bobi Bloom
Staff Writer
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The UOP football program could be set back a degree If the ASUOP board of super
visors has their way. Above is a scene from this week's Spring practice sessions.

ASUOP positions

Six directors confirmed
By Debbie Britton

to nearest classroom.
At. no public transpor-

Staff Writer

Six of the university's appointed
.. Does the car always directorships were unanimously con
lave gas? Do V0" have firmed by the ASUOP board of
supervisors at their meeting on
Tuesday night.
h do you buy Sas or
The six positions confirmed in
the closed session of the board were:
, hard to find, soleave Cinema, Dean Sorenson; Grocery
Store, Jesse Chavez; Loan Store, Lisa
White; Office of Publicity, Laura
Cosby; Social, Steve Alexander; and
Travel, Ann Heinsen.
The executive appointments
ith
_ fick maker (*
committee is responsible for
reviewing the candidates for the nine
Positions and then making the ap
pointment, which the board then has
'oenfirm. The committeee members

•nC'J"C'»^eU
" r ,t it. y°°

consist of the university president,
vice-president, business manager of
ASUOP, the director for each office,
and two supervisors that are chosen
by the board.
.
Supervisor Craig England, who
was a member of the executive ap
pointments committee, submitted a
separate list of recommendations to
the board. Of that list, three differed
from the president's recommended
appointments: the the academic af
fairs director, forum director, and the
yearbook editor.
After heated discussion, the
board voted not to confirm the
academic affairs director by a simple
majority. Because of the board's ac
tion, the executive appointments
committee will have to review the
candidates again and resubmit the
appointment.

The board adjourned before they
were able to discuss the forum and
yearbook editor appointments. Their
confirmation will be voted upon at
the next board meeting.
A resolution was submitted by
an ad hoc committee concerning the
examination of the president's
Special Admissions Program. The
program was established in order to
let students in by special admissions if
they had an outstanding gift for
athletics, art or music. The program
has been in effect for three years.
The resolution, which was ap
proved by the Board, recommends to
the president of the university and the
board of regents that the program be
terminated, Members of the board
will submit the resolution to the
board of regents at their next
meeting.

Council passes sex harassment policy
By Rosanne Siino
Staff Writer

After two weeks of work, the
Academic Council passed a sexual
harassment policy last week whicn
*1" be put into effect following an
ticipated approval by the executive
Policy board in its May 3 meeting.
The proposed policy outlines t e
Diversity's definition of s^xua,
harassment and sets up formal and

'"formal grievance procedures or
•hose who have been harassed, mis
'"arks the university's first written
hiicy on sexual harassment.
. "We basically drew up the policy
0r two reasons," Judy Chambf"'
fee president for Student Life Mid.
first, we are required by law todo
and second, often times a o
D0Hcy helps deter any potential
Ptoblems we may have." The exis DDcc of a university policy, she s ,
5»y make people aware of the con
fences of sexual harassmen ,
it easier for those with com
P'aints to do something about
"Hie policy would set up a
.
JCe of Ombudsman for >SefOUr
|Jarassment, consisting of
'Presentatives, and headed y
!,Ce President of Student Life,
^uld deal with all inf°rmal coim
Ss. An aggrieved party wouWbe
. ]e to make a complaint c
0f
th
harassment to any m
„e Panel, who would work
!Sl to resolve the complaint
*ith,'out formal action.

"Hopefully, the existence of the
informal policy would make it more
comfortable for pepple with
problems to report them, Chambers
caid "The student or staff member
would be able to go to anyone on the
committee with the complaint, so it
would not have to be such an awk
Waripe"

5S

nunsa.i,fied

with the
results of the informal procedure,
could file a formal comprint, accor
ding to Chambers. As outhned mthe
nnlicv the complaint would be subB to the dean or director in
r,f the alleged harasser. A
Smp ain. against a faculty nMjbjr
•n 7e school of Business and Public
Administration, for ^P'sBPA
fiipd with the dean of the SBFA.
"Probably 90 percent of sexual
harassment problems could be solved
thro3 the informal procedure
which would allow the gvanceto^
take" C v"
a r

said Roy Whitekdr, dean
"frOP and member of the com
mitted which

11'

"Policies of this sort hav f helped

in places that have them. A. O"g a

people know there is a P| lcu1^
university policy on harassment, tney
are less likely to be involves » "•
Dean Whiteker said. "The
self is preventative; it sr*1
ual
people to what constitute3 d
harassment, and what can
about it."

The ASUOP board of super
visors passed a resolution Tuesday
night recommending that the Special
Admissions Program be stopped im
mediately.
The resolution, also
backed by the Academic Council, will
be presented to the Board of Regents
at their meeting in May.
The
Special
Admissions
Program allows students with high
athletic, musical, or artistic abilities
who could not pass UOP's ad
missions standards, to be enrolled at
UOP. Although is was opposed by
both students and the faculty, this
program was adopted in March of
1979 by the Board of Regents and
President Stan McCaffrey.
The
program was one of the terms in
Coach Bob Toledo's contract when
he came to UOP on 1979. At the
time, it was argued that this program
would increase the quality of UOP
athletics, bring national recognition
to UOP, and increase the amount of
funds raised for athletics.
Since the program began, 17
students have been offered special
admissions; 16 have accepted this of
fer; and 11 of these students are
currently enrolled at UOP. Five of
these students are currently on
academic probation. The majority of
these special admissions have been
for football players.
Although
Special Admissions applies to any
student with "special tajent," only

athletes have ben admitted through
this program. This is partly due to
opposition to the program by many
deans.
In a special report made by an
ASUOP committee, the following
reasons were outlined for discon
tinuing the program:
•The program is detrimental
to the academic integrity of the
university.
•Special admitted students
have histories of inadequate
preparation for college level
work. By admitting these student
they are falseley led to believe
they will be able to succeed in a
demanding
academic
at
mosphere while simultaneously
meeting athletic responsibilities.
•Scholarships given to
specially admitted students who
have a better chance of com
pleting their academic program.
•The program lacks the sup
port of various deans, thus
making it ineffective.
•The anticipated advantages
of increasing the quality of UOP
athletics,
bring
national
recognition to Pacific, and in
creasing the amount of funds
raised for athletics have not been
realized.
In support of this reason, the
report notes that the only athletic
team that has brought national
recognition to UOP has been the
women's vollyball team, and none of
the specially admitted students have
been vollyball players.

Dr. Taras Liskevych, coach of
o
the women's vollyball team, says he
has always been against special ad
mission, and would never even con
sider an athlete that does not meet
admission standards.
Commenting on special admissions,
Liskevych said, "A person that can't
get into the university for whatever
the standards of admission are, by
admitting them you are exploiting
them in the sense that they don'tJiave
the skills to be there."
The report also states that there
has been no increase in the quality of
UOP athletics since this program
began: "Our records on the field,
court and diamond speak for them
selves."
Acting-President Clifford Hand
was the only member of the
Academic Council who did not vote
in support of the resolution. Hand
feels that Pacific should retain the
Special Admissions Program. He
noted that as Acting-President he has
admitted several students under the
program, and that some of these are
taking demanding curricula and suc
ceeding.
However, in the letters from
several faculty members and deans at
UOP, the overall opinion of the
Special Admissions Program was
negative. Many felt that the program
not only allowed the athletic program
to exploit students' talents, but was
also forcing these students to compete
with the rest of the students
academically, which was grossly un
fair.

UOP speakers in Nationals
By Beth Hammond
Staff Writer

Four UOP students have recently
returned from Mankato State Univer
sity in Minnesota where they competed
in the American Forensic Association
National Individual Events Speech
Tournament.
The qualifiers were Sandy
Parker, Laura Driscol, Kellie Kammerer and Scott Park.
Ms. Parker, a communications
and pre-law major, made it to the
quarter finals in impromptu
speaking, an event where the
speaker is given a quotation and must
prepare and deliver a speech in seven
minutes. This is her second trip to«
nationals during her three years on
the forensics team.
Ms. Driscoll, who is also a threeyear veteran of the team, missed
being one of the top-24 quarter
finalist in impromptu speaking by
three points.
"It's an honor to be in
Nationals," she said. "In some of
the rounds, you're just amazed at
how good everyone is."
Ms. Driscoll, who is a com
munications and English major, was
surprised at qualifying to gQ *o
Nationals for impromptu speaking.
"It's my weakest event," she
said. "Considering that, I'm sur
prised at how well I did."
Ms. Kammerer was one of the top
12 semi-finialists in what is known as'
the fun event in forensics, after-din

According to Dean Whiteker,
the policy has taken a long time to be
passed because there was no pressing
need for it, and revisions had to be
made in order to make the policy ac
ceptable to both the Academic Coun
cil and the executive policy board.
"All institutions are responsible
for making it clear what their policy is
on sexual harassment and then having
a program to educate people on that
policy," Dean Whiteker said. "So
once the policy receives approval by
the executive board, the work will
have to start on the educational part
of it-"
* j
,
According to Judy Andrews of
the Academic Council and Sexual
Harassment Policy Committee,
By Steve Johnson
sexual harassment has only recently
been recognized as a major issue. A
Managing Editor
policy is needed basically because the
Financial vice president Robert
administration wants to protect itself
Winterberg approved the aquisition
from being sued," she said. ' Suits
of $75,000 in Hewlett-Packard com
have been springing up against
puter equipment five months ago,
faculty and administration members
according to a source who wished to
in institutions of higher education all
remain anonymous for fear of
over the country."
reprisal.
"Sexual harassment involves so
The purchase included an HPmuch more than just the obvious
125
microcomputer
for ap
types of things," Andrews said. "If a
proximately
$15,000and
an
HP-3000
woman was being pushed out of a
mini-computer
for
approximately
field or being given a hard time
$60,000. The HP-125 can be run with
because she was the only woman in a
only one computer terminal, athough
chemistry Class, for example, that ,s
new technology allows more than one
sexual harassment too. TTtat irwhy
terminal to be hooked up to it. The
the education part of the sexual
Finance Center presently has four
harassment issue is important.
The education program on terminals hooked up to their HP-125
along with four disc drives and a
(see SEX, page 1 2) COBOL Compiler to translate the

ner speaking.
"Everyone goes to after-dinner
speaking because it's fun," she said.
"It's like a structured nightclub act
with a serious point."
Ms. Kammerer, a senior
economics major, did her speech on
sleaze magazines such as the National
Enquirer and True Confessions.
"My point was that everyone

reads this garbage, although it is just
garbage," she said. "We all have a
morbid curiosity with bizarre
things."
The final competitor, Scott Park,
was entered in expository speaking.
In this event, the speaker must deliver
a prepared speech on any subject.

See FORENSICS, page 1 2)

$75,000 in computers OK'd
user's language into language the coordinator for UOP's Computer Cen
ter, an HP-3000 is capable of offering
machine can understand. The unit
financial planning as well as com
alos features one high speed plotter,
puter graphics that could meet needs
colored designs, and a printer, accor
ding to Gerald Zedlitz, an assistant of the Finance Center.
Ford also noted that to his
to Winterberg who worked on the
knowledge, "no one else on campus
sale.
has an HP-3000 system."
Zedlitz had previously only ad
The HP-3000 is accessible via
mitted to the acquisition of the HP125, and had refused to disclose its telephone from remote locations off
price. Ray Bitterman, the Hewlett- campus with the aid of special
Packard sales representative for the equipment. One high level source
UOP campus, verified the HP-3000 said that Winterberg has a portable
Execuport terminal at his home in
purchase. Both Zedlitz and Winter
berg refused comment on the HP- Stockton, and so he can tie into the
HP-3000 whenever it is operational.
3000 purchase.
Such accessibility raised the
The hardware package for the
possibility
of potential security
HP-3000 includes between four and
violations on the HP-3000, according
seven terminals which can be directly
tied into the system itself. According (See COMPUTERS, page 12)
to Dr. Bill Ford, academic computer
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LETTERS
Readers irate over housing ad
'Wise up!'
Editor:

I was absolutely shocked that
UOP's Housing would publish the
advertisement that they did on the
back page of the March 26 issue of
The Pacifican. In brief, it was a total
misrepresentation!
It's one thing if my campus
police have illegal "cherries" or my
financial vice president gets his kicks
by playing Dungeons and Dragons on
his mega-expensive computer and
plotting out where the treasure lies
with his high-speed color plotter, but
for Housing to lie about dollar
figures to scar students into living on
campus—what's the matter, Stan?
Don't they like it there?—that's a
completely different matter.

MEALS: HOME COOKING
One can live pretty high on the
hog for $35 per week ($15 per week
less than Housing quote). Housing
further questions if you can cook. If
not, it's high time you learned.
TIME:
One can take care of shopping,
cooking and cleaning in less than 15
hours per week as stated by housing.
If not, you're a pretty sorry excuse
for anything.

One thing that the School of
Business has taught me is to make
financial analyses of different
situations. With that, little common
sense, and my trusty calculator, I set
to work and rewrote their adver
tisement to reflect what seems to be a
lair statement of fact and a few
choice personal remarks.
OFF-CAMPUS APARTMENT
Costs: 1 bedroom apt., mid-range
•405.00 ($180 per month w/roomie)
$25.31 per week
$3.62 per day

CONVENIENCE:
Same as living on campus (less
than 10 minutes) if one lives on
Stadium or Pacific/Alpine. I always
see vacancy signs posted, so don't tell
me you tried! And there is no need
for a car as one can do shopping at
Lucky's. A walk no further, and in
most cases less, than a walk from
Knoles Hall to the Classroom
building or Z-Building.
SOCIAL CONTACT:
Since students occupy about 80
percent of the nearby apartments, the
apartment complex tends to be a
"social hub" (as Housing puts it—no
pun intended) in much the same way
as a dorm. Only it's a bit mellower
and quieter than the dorms. Also,
GPA's have a tendency to rise. And
just as in the dorms, again, movies,
swimming pool, and dances are still
close by. (Since when was the pool

"nearby..?"
Aren't there any advantages?
It's much quieter (unless you
want to make noise); you have to
cook the foods you like for your
meals instead of eating at Gracie's
Diner or Eddie's Place (seriously, I
really did like the food there...when I
was there and had no choice). Mom
and Pop are a lot happier when I
bring home my grades; a closet only
slightly smaller than my dorm room;
not to mention a kitchen, a decentsized refrigerator, a bathroom, and a
living room; not having to buy a
parking sticker as I can now park my
car in a garage; and last but not least,
saving about 37 percent over living in
a dorm and liking it more than 100
percent!
(Cost figures are based on
calculated $965 per semester per per
son, for two in a one-bedroom on
Stadium Drive. Housing figures are
$1,527 per semester for dorms and
$1,880 per semester for an apar
tment).
Just a thought...do the same
people calculate our tuition?
If so, they at least have a new toy
to calculate it on. Even if they tell us
we can't see it.
Take it with a grain of salt, or
take the advice of a late great named
Belushi..."WISE UP!!"

IN CASE OFK NUCLEAR
OTACK.WE Will ISSUE
AQVIL DEFENSE
LOW THE ,
NEAREST TOC A
WOT

pjulOan""^ "years
Aft" us feSSs with rh.

d
SUPF„
^ '"who
' who suPP»'"
;n"
voters
proposition
sponsored rr°P Gann now
elide °{orocess as a

Hartley** *pre-iudged
frats, mocked IFC rush
~

A.P.O. Student
(Name withheld by request)

Ad was misleading, full of half-truths...ridiculous

Editor:
To the UOP Housing Advertising
Department,
I'd like to let you and the studendents of UOP know that I thought
your ad for residence hall housing
was misleading, full of half-truths,
and overall ridiculous.
First of all, let me point out the
fact that the need for you to advertise
at all shows quite clearly that there is
something wrong with the UOP
housing situation.
Your first mistake was com
paring the cost of a small shared
room in an "ant farm" with a public
bathroom, to that of an apartment
with a larger bedroom, living room,
kitchen, and often either a deck or
patio. As far as the cost comparison
goes, most $240 a month apartments
are shared by two people, which
comes down to $30 a person per
week, as compared to your $67.50 a
week. Even after adding the PG&E
bill, the cost difference is worth it,
considering you get a larger, quieter,
and certainly cleaner living space.
As far as meals go, my wife and I
budget $200 a month for groceries.
That comes to $25 a week for each of
us. Quite a bit less than you $62 a
week charge.
Then there's your statement
about eating out. When I lived in the
dorms I went out at least once a week
to get a meal that had some taste to it.

When I first moved off campus I had
to learn to cook real fast, but I also
lost the need to go out for dinner all
the time.
I agree that hall residents might
have fifteen extra hours a week to
study, watch TV, and loaf, but most
of that time is spent asking people to
quiet down so you can study, or
trying to find someone to get the TV
fixed, or reporting the theft of your
car stereo to security. And, I myself,
did not come to UOP to "loaf."
Living off campus may be less
convenient, though I don't know
anyone who drives more than fifteen
minutes to get to campus, certainly
not the thirty minutes you suggest,
and there are always parking spaces
by Long Theatre. There are also
many conveniences to living off cam
pus: no waiting in dining hall lines;
no waiting in shower lines; no
ridiculous alcohol policies; no
minuscule closets; no heaters that
only work in the summer; no
grotesquely painted walls, etc., etc.,
etc....
Your description of off-campus
social contacts is far from the truth.
Though I may have less exposure to
students, when I do spend time with
them, it's because I want to, not
because I am stuck with them. I hap
pen to find my contacts with the
"butcher, baker, and candlestick
maker" very enriching and perhaps

even valuable, and I think meeting
business people is a necessary part of
a good education; obviously you
don't.
Also, since I've moved off cam
pus I have somehow come up with
more time to spend with my student
friends. This is probably due to the
fact that I can study much more ef
ficiently in a comfortable, quiet aparment than in a noisy, cramped dorm.
As far as "movies, swimming pool,
and dances" go, first you have to
make it to the theatre without getting
mugged, thten you get to wait in line
for thirty to forty-five minutes. And
after watching a movie for two hours,
you finally realize that you only heard
one line of the whole thing. Most
apartments have their own uncrowded pools. Dances? When I
think of ASUOP dances, I want to
move even farther away from cam
pus.
As far as the rules go, we all have
the same rules, but in an apartment
they are presented in a mature way,
not drilled into us as if we were in
grade school
It sounded as if you were trying
to advertise - summer camp, not a
univeia.iy residence hall.
Sincerely Yours,
Garry Silvey

Reader offers 'realistic' view of off-campus life
Editor:
This letter is meant to be an in
formed rebuttal to the advertisement
that appeared on the back of The
Pacifican last week entitled "Did
Someone Tell You It's Better To Live
in an Off Campus Apartment-Than
in a Residence Hall?" 1 have been an
off-campus resident for almost a year
now, and I feel obligated to present a
more realistic view of the off-campus
situation than the Housing Office
did.
I live in the Grand Canal Aparments, next to the Hilton. I have a
roommate, so my rent comes to $210
a month. We eat very well, yet food
only comes to $27 a week each, not
the "perhaps $50 a week" presented
in the,advertisement. Utilities run $12
month during the winter. When these
things are totalled over a four-month
period, they come to $1320, which is
$205 less than living on campus!
Granted,
there
are
other
miscellaneous expenses, so let's call it
a toss-up for cost, even though we
live in one of the most expensive
places available.
Cost is the only category in

which the residence halls compare,
however. My bedroom is as large as
the typical dorm room, and my
roommate has a walk-in closet in his.
Our apartment is huge, our living
room is as big as some dorm lounges,
and is tastefully furnished. We have
our own bathroom. We even have a
dishwasher and a fireplace. We have
full access to Venetian Bridges
Recreational Center, which includes
sauna, jacuzzi, weight room, racquetball and tennis courts, swimming,
basketball and a jogging track around
a scenic pond. Finally, we live in a
place that has class. In my opinion,
this is a definite plus for off campus
living.
I ride my bike to school in 10
minutes; the idea of spending 10-30
minutes driving to school as the ad
vertisement stated, is simply absurd.
We spend perhaps two or three hours
cooking and cleaning per week bettween us—but we don't have to walk
in the rain and wait in line at a dining
hall either. Our food tastes like we
want it to, an option that should
sound attractive to anyone who has

Another Grecian health spa victim
Editor:
I am writing in response to' a
recent editorial on contract ripoffs
and Grecian Health Spas. I had a
similar experience to the one that the
professor's wife had.
I went in specifically for the sixweek program. They presented me
with a contract to sign, but they left
the dollar amounts and term of con
tract blank. I told them I wouldn't
sign until those blanks were filled.
The man argued with me for a full
half hour, and finally started in on
the benefits of a two-year contract.

After arguing for another half
hour, I finally told him I didn't have
the resources. I had come in for the
six-week advertisement, and I told
him that the ad was a lie and they
were a fraud. I started threatening
them and finally got him off my
back.
The moral of the story is: don't
set foot in Grecian Health Spa , es
pecially if you want to use one of
their free coupons.
A Concerned Student

P^tiofS5 being touted
reposition
victims
alt^gh its offtca
oKHitv to
tn exert
pyert neeT
ability
peer pressure on the
tune
ballot is the
president to effect its views.

eaten dorm food for a while.
My social life has not narrowed
in moving off campus. On the con
trary, I have on-campus and offcampus fun available to me. Many of
my neighbors are fellow students, as
well as working people, but they are
all people. We don't have RA's to
control us because we are mature
enough to control ourselves.
Due to space considerations, I
have to stop here, but I could go on.
Perhaps it is enough to point out that
merely the existence of such a blatant
collection of half-truths is testament
to what a rip-off the residence halls
really are.
Sincerely,
Mark Allen Neil

Utopian dorms?
Editor:
We, the undersigned, feel that
the ad in last week's Pacifican
promoting the "Utopian" quality of
dorm life as opposed to the "work
farm" atmosphere of off-campus
living is grossly inaccurate.
It is not necessary to live in a
$240/month single apartment, pay
$50/week for "some food," and
drive to school. What's wrong with a
roommate, a bike and a budget?
We both lived on campus for a
year and a half and finally petitioned
for off-campus housing because of
the intolerable dorm conditions,
namely noise and inconsiderate
neighbors. We have found apartment
life to be cheaper, quieter, more con
ducive to studying and generally less
stressful.
Laurie Shonk
Jennifer Winter
COP

Editor:
As a student, I am very disturbed
to see the latent personal prejudice
and bias displayed by our leaders.
Our president, who last year cam
paigned on a platform of equal voice
and honest representation, proceeds
to pledge Archania without even
taking a look at what the other
fraternities have to offer. This type
of action makes a total mockery of
the IFC (Inter Fraternity Council)
Rush Program, which is designed to
allow each rushee to view the four
fraternities in order to make an
educated decision.
If the president may pre-judge

the fraternities, what kind of example
does he set for the rest of the student
body? How do we know what other
groups or organizations he holds
biases toward.
Granted, the
president has the right to join a
fraternity but in accepting his office
he has taken on the responsibility to
model integrity for the rest of the
student body. Part of the integrity
involves making clear decisions based
on full knowledge on the facts.
A fraternity who counts the
student body president among its
members has at very least an edge
over the other houses and even the
rest of the campus population in its

As a student advisor, I am con
cerned for the practice of fair play
and objectivity at UOP, a concern
which my colleague, Mr. Hartley,
obviously does not share. 1 am
amazed at the extent to which
duplicity has invaded our student
government. Had I known about his
plans prior to the election, he would
certainly not have had my support.
Timothy Hansen
Pledge Educator
Alpha Kappa Lambda

Scott grossly inaccurate in quoting financial aid cuts
Editor:
Ken Scott's recent articles con
cerning federal student aid contained
several misleading and inaccurate
statements which need to be correc
ted.
Scott states that President
Reagan's 1983 budget would reduce
"only" $100 million from both the
Pell Grant and National Direct
Student Loan programs. In actuality,
the president's budget calls for reduc
tions of $946 million in Pell Grants
and $186 million in National Direct
Loan funding. Additionally, cuts of
$370 million in Supplement Grant,
$153 million in College Work Study,
and $76 million in State Incentive
Grants (which fund part of Cal Grants)
are proposed in the Reagan Budget.
These cuts are in addition to the four
previous cuts which occurred this
year, and the phasing out of the
student social security program.
Scott seems to agree with the
illogical concept that cutting funding
in the GSL program will add students
to the program. The purpose of the
GSL cutbacks and regulatory changes
is to eliminate millions of students
from the program. Indeed, one of

the president's proposals is to com
pletely eliminate all graduate and
professional students from the GSL
program, including the most needy.
This is one of the changes which Scott
says will create "a more fair system."
Explain that to our pharmacy stu
dents.
Scott states that the president's
proposed reductions in the Pell Grant
program will maintain assistance to
low and moderate income students by
eliminating benefits to the higher in
come students.
Actually, the
president's proposal is to fund
students with family incomes below
$12,000 while eliminating those
currently eligible families with in
comes between $12,000 and $24,000.
Many of these "moderate in
come" families fall below the
California poverty level, and virtually
all demonstrate high financial need at
UOP, according to the federal need
analysis system.
Scott seems to justify the budget
cuts because of what he views as ex
cessive abuse and waste. As a former
naval officer and a current financial
aid administrator, I would judge that
there is far more abuse and waste in
the military than in student financial
aid. If this is to be the criterion by

which federal funding is determined,
Scott should be opposing the Reagan
proposals to greatly increase military
spending, rather than supporting the
federal student financial aid cuts.
As an example of the alleged
abuses, Scott cites high student loan
default rates, and urges students to
criticize our university to better
regulate the system. The default rate
for federal loans which UOP is
responsible for collecting is six per
cent, which is very low, particularly
when it is realized that none of these
loans is secured.
That is not to say that UOP
should not continually strive to ad
minister student aid programs better.
However, no efforts will overcome
the serious effects of the projected
loss of over $2 million in federal aid
to UOP students which would occur
if Presidet Reagan's budget passes.
Fortunately it appears that most
members of
Congress, both
Republican and Democrat, realize the
importance of federal student finan
cial aid and will not support the cuts
which have been proposed. '
Paul PhilHf
Director of Financial Aid

Bravo, LeBien! But no nuclear freeze possible
Editor:
This letter is in response to Mark
LeBien's article, "Is This Mad?" It is
pleasing to see articles arising again in
college newspapers that make infor
med statements about current issues
that are of major importance to our
society. Articles such as this one
prove that college students are not
just living in a dream world, but are
aware of the world around them and
are concerned about how that world
is run.
I feel that Mark's article is in
formed and makes good his proof of
point that a nuclear war of any sort,
limited or total, is not what the
people of the world desire. In fact,
many people are attempting to tell
their respective governments that they
wish to avoid a nuclear holocaust at
all costs; "Better Red than Dead" as
some Western Europeans say. My
only point of argument with Mark is
with his implied support of nuclear
freeze proposal.

I admit that the nuclear freeze
propsal sounds fine and reasonable,
but it is completely unrealistic to ex
pect two governments, that live in
such fear of each other, to accept and
adhere to such an agreement. Let's
face it, even if both governments said
that they would accept the agreement,
neither one would actually abide by
it; their activities would simply
become secretive and underground.
Remember, it was our goverment that placed and kept U.S.
troops in Vietnam, and it was our
CIA that helped overthrow an un
friendly government in Chile.
Another item to remember is the
Russian attitude towards the Western
governments. This attitude is that the
Soviet Central Committee has the
power to break a treaty with a bour
geoisie government at any time and
declare war on them. This attitude
was formed in 1918 by the Soviet
Seventh Party Congress and still per
sists today.

Just in case anyone has any
doubts about that fact, re®e®\L
that the Soviets have only abided )
one treaty in their history, and tM
was the 1939 non-agression Pactwl
Hitler. By the way, Hitler beat
Communists to the punch on t
one.
If you are a pro-nude*
disarmament person, and you wisn
let your opinions be known to
government, might I suggest a
realistic and probable course o> ,
tion? A coalition called the Un s
War I
Campuses to Prevent Nuclear
:ation°|!
holding a nation-wide convoc
American college campuses on P
22, a date which coincides wit ,
ided
congressional debate on p"jes'
Reagan's budget. The United
puses aim their fight at re ^
nuclear weapons through stric
trol of defense spending

Nuclear Freeze Initiative proposes
that both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
agree to immediately halt the testing
production and further deployment
of all nuclear weapons."
If Steve would have taken the
time to talk with me further, I would
have iold him that those of us in
favor of the freeze do not naively
believe that the "U.S. is the (only)
builder of killer nukes." We
recognize that both the Soviets and
American (as well as South Africa,
India, France, Great Britain, China',
etc.) are building these weapons at a
rapid pace. I denounce the Soviet
buildup just as powerfully as I do the
American*
Steve also said that, "The
Soviets would love to see a nuclear
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Another timely call for a nuclear freeze by activist
Editor:
I would like to speak in response
to Steve Johnson's column of March
26, 1982. I believe that the anony
mous, hissing, signature-taker that he
mentioned was myself. He has
misquoted me, and that is a very
serious offense for a journalist.
As Mr. Johnson stated, I was sit
ting at a table in the University Center
collecting signatures for the Califor
nia Bilateral Nuclear Weapons Freeze
Initiative. Steve did walk by and ask,
"...Surely this initiative is also being
distributed by faithful comrades in
the Soviet Union, right?"
But my answer was not the one
he printed. I guess he didn't stay long
enough to hear me out.
It went something like this: "The

as

r nn^learly understand
p that the shortest
anyone th
-ce sys

arms freeze, since it would eg jj
their disparate advantag je)s
weapons." Are you sure tne
have and advantage? The M
^
1982 issue of Newsweek sat flit
Soviets have more missies
sUbU.S., but multiple warheads
launched missies give the ty
States more fire-power. 1 ,anCe0
we are very close to a t>
power, yet the threat of nucie
greater than ever.
. k j#"
Perhaps it is time to
^t
to our pride, and suggest
.,m
the madness of mima'z.j
nnl,ta \ st)a[
uunuup. rticm Paton wrote,
buildup
no longer ask myself jf.1 . m."
expedient, but only if it18 n®
^
Michael W-
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Paul Gann is fed up. Again.
After slashing years of accumulated state taxes with the aid of
v0ters

IX
irul

who supported his coProposition 13 in a landdide of support, Gann now wants to
use the initiative process as a sword to
protect victims of crime. Gann's
proposition is being touted by his
supporters as a "Victim's Bill of
Rights," although its official title for
t)re June ballot is the "Criminal
justice Initiative."
Gann clearly understands as well
js anyone that the shortest distance
between a criminal justice system that
doesn't work and one that does is an
initiative that revises major portions
0f the California criminal code.
Violent crimes on persons in Califor
nia jumped 17 percent in 1980, and
supporters of the initiative expect that
its provisions will prove popular with
voters who are angry and frustrated
by the crime rate. "Despite most of
the anti-crime rhetoric coming out of
Sacramento these days, the scales are
still badly tilted toward the
criminal," charges San Diego Mayor
Pete Wilson, who is the Southern
California co-chairman for the Gann
initiative.
The most salient of the
initiative's provisions, and one of the
most popular, according to recent
California polls, is one that orders
restitution in every case in which a
crime victim suffers a financial loss.
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iinancial aid cuts
ederal funding is determined,
< tuld be opposing the Reagan
kit to greatly increase militar;
if. rather than supportingtbe
student financial aid cuts.
an example of the alleged
Scott cites high student loan
rates, and urges students it
Ic our university to tots
<- the system. The default ran
deral loans which UOP it
ubk for collecting is sups
Chlcti Is very low, particulstj
i is realised that none of these

proposition
is being touted by his
supporters as a
4Victim's
Bill of
Rights.''
for a serious felony. The "revolving
door" system of justice, where a sen-'
tence was based on the quickness of a
lawyer's wits or the political
preferences of the judge at hand, will
be slammed shut under Proposition 8.
The Department of Corrections estimates it
would add 495 inmate-years annually
to the state prison system. One could
reasonably expect the rate of
recidivism, or those crimes commit
ted by repeat offenders, to be hacked
down considerably.
Other provisions of the initiative
are as follows:
•The diminished capacity defense is
abolished.
•Crime victims shall be notified of
and have the right to appear and be
heard at all sentencing and parole
proceedings.

David Wright/Pezzuiio QandA
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On Tuesday, April 20, I had the
treat fortune of speaking with Am
l propO*^'
bassador Pezzuiio in an interview for
The Pacifican.
iS
Pezzuiio served as U.S. anoffing
bassador to Uruguay as well as to
Nicaragua under President Carter.
Here are a few of the highlights of
'bat conversation about the current
has
U.S. administration's attitude toward
any one
»' faCVa dedW °ur centra! American neighbor
Nicaragua.
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Wright: Ambassador, in the past year
many have become convinced that the
Reagan administration desires to
subvert the Nicaraguan government,
actually allocating over 19 million
dollars of the 1982 budget to doing
just that. Shoud the Nicaraguans be
building bomb shelters" as
Congressman Barnes suggests, or is
lis threat merely a hoax?
pezzullo: That's a very pungent
luestion; there's really no answer to
'that I can give. First of all, I don t
believe the threat to Nicaragua (from
^ U.S.) is all that great. The real
Problem is to maintain a positive
relationship, most of all the in
volvement in El Salvador. Equally
"tportant may be some domestic
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developments. The assumption
following entry into power of the new
government was that they would
comply with some of their promises,
but they have deviated enough as to
make it difficult for us to understand.
Things like repression of the news
media, La Prensa, for example,
which is an internationally known
paper, is deplorable. The private sec
tor, which really offered an oppor
tunity to get the economy productive
again, is also harrassed. So those two
things are items of concern, but they
are internal things, which hopefully
can be worked out. But the hostilities
are mostly verbal, and I think can be
eliminated with attention to the issues
at play. ,
Wright: Do you see this harrassment
of the private sector and obstruction
of freedom of the press as the begin
ning of a type of pendulum effect,
possibly the first steps towards
another totalitarian regime?
Pezzuiio:
These business leaders
were not just some Johnny-comelatelys. They were the principle
(economic) people in Nicaragua of
the private sector, and they've been
for some time trying to work out a
program with the government,
because their interest is to continue
on with business. This constant ver
bal attack on what s called the
bourgeoisie has made it very difficult
for these people to maintain them
selves. Some have been hassled
physically, some have been arrested
for criticizing. People criticize our
economy every day, but nobody gets
out in jail for it- The assumption
then is that this is a government that
wants to maintain power and doesnit
want dissent. It wants to smother

Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

The Pacifican is Pubhshff
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Wright: Then why won't Reagan or

the CIA deny it?
Bridges are blown up
around the world all the time. Who
goes around saying we did it or we
didn't do it?v

By Mark Le Bien
Staff Writer

You may recall that in the last
issue of The Pacifican, I used this
column space to look at the issue of
the federal civil defense programs
that are being imposed these days on
communities across the nation. I ap
plauded the efforts of some public of
ficials in California to resist the
government's pressure to implement
evacuation plans in the event of an
imminent nuclear disaster.
Well, seeing as though this is
"Ground Zero Week," and in light
of recent developments regarding
these evacuation plans, I though it
would be appropriate to re-examine
the issue.
It was announced last week that,
despite some objections, California is

In spite of these flaws, local civil
defense officials appear to be convin
ced that emergency evacuation plans
are necessary. They believe that if a
nuclear disaster occurred, lives could
be saved if the population was willing
to relocate. And herein lies the ab
surdity of "planning" for a nuclear
war.

Being a host under the
evacuation plans essentially means
that you would be the recipient of
thousands of fleeing refugees who
had been "advised" to leave their
communities before they are in
cinerated.

Civil defense overlooks the harsh
realities of nuclear destruction. It
rests on the empty hope that a nuclear
disaster is survivable, that there is
someplace to hide before the
mushroom clouds begin rising from
the ground.

The exact logistics of this runfor-your-life plan have yet to be
worked out. It is not yet understood,
for instance, where Stockton residen
ts would be directed. I talked to
someone in the county's Emergency
Services-Civil
Defense
organization, and was told that an
evacuation plan for the city should be
ready in a year or so. When the plan
is complete, it will be well-publicized
through the local media so that
everyone will know what to do when
the Big Shootout is looming over us.

'The exact logistics
of this run-for-yourlife plan have yet to
be worked out.9

Unfortunately, the American
medical and natural science com
munity has been almost unanimous in
its insistence that there is no chance
of extended survival following a
nuclear war. A great amount of
scientific literature has been written
describing the immediate and longterm effects of nuclear destruction on
Now, you may well be thinking life forms. The various scenarios are
to yourself, "This plan definitely so shocking that they make a
mockery of suggestions that a nuclear
sounds shaky." And indeed it is.
In a story in the Stockton Record war is survivable or "winnable."
It is possible that some humans
last Sunday, Loren Fields, head of
the Nuclear Civil Protection division could withstand the initial waves of
of the state's Office of Emergency blast, heat, and radiation fallout that
Services, admitted that the proposed are produced by nuclear weapons.
plan has severed weak points. One is But any survivors of this first stage of
that it assumes there will be five to devastation would then be faced with
eight days of warning before a a variety of lethal after effects:
nuclear attack. Apparently, defense firestorms; ravaging winds; radiation
officials have told Congress that a burns; "black rain" from radiation
surprise nuclear attack is highly fallout; and exposure to the sun's
unlikely. Instead, they envision a ultra-violet rays due to the absence of
period of "escalating international an ozone layer. In the midst of this
desolation, survivors would have no
fresh water or food supplies, no
electricity, very few doctors and no
4
medical supplies or facilities.
Diseases like typhus and cholera
would be rampant. And the deadly
effects of radiation would linger in
definitely in the air and on the
ground.
This is the type of environment
that
a nuclear disaster would
9
produce, and it is not one in which
humans are capable of living.
Let the evacuation specialists go
about their civil defense planning. I
crisis" to precede a nuclear war. This for one, want no part in their absurd
supposed warning period would allow game. If the day comes when the
time to implement evacution plans in threat of nuclear disaster seems
inevitable, then I will be found at The
America.
A second weak point in the plan, Shamrock, sipping a cold beer, con
Fields admits, is that many of the tent with the fact that I am not going
host areas are right next door to risk to my death like a lemming.

It should be noted that there will
be no rehearsals for this relocation
plan. If it was ever used, it would be
the "real thing." The only way the
plan can be ordered into effect is
through a network of command,
leading all the way to the president.

4Civil

defense over
looks the harsh re
alities of nuclear
destruction.9

going ahead with its emergency
evacuation planning. The "crisis
relocation plan" that officials are
trying to put together involves
moving over 19 million peple from
urban centers to rural areas if a
nuclear attack on the state was
threatened. We should all take notice
that San Joaquin County, including
Stockton, is not overlooked in this
ambitious scheme.
,
As a matter of fact, you and me
and everyone else in the county is ex
pected to take part in these
evacuation plans, if they were ever
put into effect. Now, I don't know
about you, but when someone starts
telling me that circumstances might
arise in which I would be "obliged"
to leave my home, and head for the
hills, I want to know what the hell is
going on.
Since the issue of crisis
relocation has suddenly been dropped
on our front doorsteps, it might be
wise to have a look at the proposed
evacuation plans.
Basically, San Joaquin County
has been divided up into "risk" areas

The proposed plan
assumes there will be
five to eight days of
warning before a
nuclear attack.

1

After all this tough talk
from Nicaragua, many of us were
surprised when Haig came forward
with an eight-point proposal offering
aid to the leftists. Does this plan
sound suspicious at all to you, and if
not, what is actually behind the plan?
Pezzuiio:
Why does it sound
suspicious? We did the same thing
last August after talking about many
of these issues very openly with the
Nicaraguan government. This meant
that they understood our negative
sentiments towards: a) weapons and
material support going into El
Salvador; b) the build-up of armed
forces in Nicaragua that posed a
threat to her nieghboring countries;
and c) this internal repression.
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Civil defense
absurdities

areas. Thus, they hardly provide san
ction from the devastation unleashed
on their neighbors.

Pezzuiio:

News Editors

during vacation periods.

University of
the
Stockton, California
<209) 9 4 6 - 2 1 1 4 .

What does this Haig-talk
about blockades around Nicaragua
mean? What do allegations of the
CIA blowing up bridges or the fact
that over 100 U.S. military advisers in
Honduras are training troops boil
down to when analyzing U.S. foreign
policy?
.
Pezzuiio: The blockade was simply
an attempt to stop the flow of arms
continuing in from Cuba to
Nicaragua. I don't know that it will
ever be anything more than words.
So far as the bridges go, I have never
heard anything but charges from the
Nicaraguans that they were blown up.
Wright:

Mike Bross
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and "host" areas. As the govern
ment sees it, any area in the United
States that contains a major
population would be a tempting
nuclear target for the Russians. Hen
ce, Stockton, French Camp, Lathrop,
and Manteca have all been declared
risk areas. The remaining areas in the
county have been designated as host
areas. The general idea behind the
evacuation plans is to move people
out of risk areas and into host areas
before the bombs begin to fall.

Readers speak out

Join the BI-MOR Natural Foods Buying
Association and save hundrcdS on
your usual health food &
product purchases.
Families normally spending $50
a month may, as a member, buy
the same amount
for only $30...
a yearly savings
of $250! Those
who usually
spend $100 a
month can fill
their needs for
only $60,
saving $480
a year!
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Few counties have come out
against Proposition 8. To date only
San Francisco has taken a position in
oppostion, and the list of supporters
for the initiative is long and getting
longer. Every major law enforcement
organization in the state supports
Prop. 8, with this list headed by the
California
State
Sheriff's
Association, the California Police
Chiefs Association, and the Califor
nia Peace Officers Research
Association.
District Attorneys
support the measure 33-2. Fifty-eight
state legislators favor Prop. 8.
With such a riptide of popular
support, legal obstacles that the
initiative faced have been torn out of
their moorings and washed away. In
mid-March, a divided state Supreme
Court chose to allow the initiative to
remain on the ballot in June. Justice
Stanley Mosk, who was one of three
justices to dissent from the majority,
said he would have thrown the
measure off the ballot because it deals
with many subjects and "poses a real
danger of voter deception and con
fusion." Justice Mosk did not say
how much less confused the voters
would be under the present system,
but four justices had the sense to
allow voters to make the choice about
how confused they may or may not
want to be.
In the end, even if it fails to pass,
Proposition 8 will stand like a
glowing beacon to every state
legislator that citizens in California
are fed up with a scale of justice that
favors the rights of criminals over
those of their victims.
A balanced scale is in orderPaul Gann knows it, and he hopes the
reasonable ones among us will know
it too.

4Gann9s

Llet Reagan's budget p*
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•The mentally disordered sex offen
der program is abolished.
•No person convicted of a serious
felony committed at the age of 18 or
older shall be committed to the Youth
Authority.

mlght not be well off
enouSiT
tures hm P3y f°r their "dsadvenCVidence indicates
otherwise
uuierwise. Tn'
A Department of Justice
survey released in 1979 noted that 88
percent of all criminals could make
restitution if they were required to by
"I' aCC°rdmg t0 Bob McElreth,
campaign director for the initiative.
Ninety-percent of all thefts are for
less than $i,ooo," McElreth noted.
nat garbage about the poor, poor
criminals is a smoke screen that the
voters will see right through."
Proposition 8 also guarantees
that sentences for persons convicted
of serious felonies will be lengthened
by five years for each prior conviction
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Whiteker proposes
department shuffle
By Sheri Almberg
Staff Writer

Dr. Gwen Browne, of the department of philosophy, is the
new head for the Center of Integrated Studies. Officially
elected by the College of the Pacific Council last Friday,
Browne is now working with the former head of the Center,
Dr. Roy Childs. See next week's issue for details.

Musical departments? There is a
strong possibility that this may
describe the future situation with
UOP department relocations.
According to Dr. Larry Spreer,
chair of the chemistry department
and member of the Long Range
Planning Budget Committee, "Some
of the departments have inadequate
space that is not suitable for the size
of their program."
For a practical solution, a
proposal has been submitted to the
Long Range Planning Budget Com
mittee by the Dean of the College of
the Pacific, Roy A. Whiteker.
The purpose of the proposed
departmental moves is three-fold, ac
cording to Whiteker. First, since the
acquisition of the south campus, the
departments are interested in

and the English department to North
upgrading their facilities. Second,
Hall
Bannister Hall is not considered
Furthermore, according to
adequately equipped to house depart
Whiteker, Anderson Hall has been
mental offices. Third, the changes
promised
to tne
would enable the consolidation of the unofficially
Thls
engineering
department.
science departments in the south
could leave the dance department
campus.
However, Whiteker says his without a dance studio, unless they
are able to move into the South Gymproposal is merely a "blueprint about
One important consideration is
what might happen at UOP over the
the
cost
factor. "This sort of thing
next five or six years." He explained
that he has only made a proposal—no costs money, no doubt about it, sat
decisions regarding the issue have Spreer, "If some plan can be decided
upon, the departments involved will
been finalized. Whiteker feels that in
order for action to take place, "the have to work closely with the
overall concept will have to be ap Development Office."
Dr. Spreer feels that if the
proved."
proposed
moves transpire, the depart
Some of the proposed depar
ments "will have better space
tmental transfers include moving the
because they will each be located cen
School of Business and Public Ad
trally, unlike the current situation.
ministration to Weber Hall,- the
"It's hard to run an efficient program
chemistry department to the
when your department is scattered all
Classroom Building, the math depar
over campus," said Spreer.
tment to Knoles and Weber Halls,

Grace changes to Hot Brau to help Rat
night to the coffee house format used
on Friday and Saturday. Meal cards
will be honored at both locations.

By Laura Kuhn
Staff Writer

Major changes in campus food
service facilities are being planned by
UOP Food Service Director Paul
Fairbrook for the 1982-83 academic
year.
According to Fairbrook, the for
mat of the Grace Covell dining hall
will be changed from its current din
ner style to a Hof Brau style, similar
to the Rathskeller. Instead of serving
meals to students in the current man
ner, the Rathskeller will switch every

The main reason for the change
is the overcrowding of the Rat on
weeknights for dinner. Employees are
unable to handle the 200 to 300
students who eat there each night,
and the building is physically limiting
to the number of students who can be
served.

the answer to the vexing problem of
the Rat at night."
Fairbrook indicated that the
switch of the Hof Brau format to
Grace Covell is not due to the fact
that revenue from the Rat is down
from last year by over $18,000.

In fact, sales are down this year
at all University Center food services
while operating expenses have in
creased. Food sales at the Redwood
Room are down 27.2 percent from
"The Rat was originally
last year, while sales at the Rat are
designed as a coffee house," said
down 18.5 percent.
Fairbrook, "but it has just gotten too
The total sales to date, including
DODular. 1 think we've finally found-

all UC food services, have dropped
three percent from the same time a
year ago. Total expenses have in
creased over last year by 0.4 percent.
At the end of March 1981, the
UC food service was operating with
total profits of $5,790. This year the
service is running at a loss of $9,620.
However, according to Director
Fairbrook, the losses will probably
be made up by revenue from die dining
halls. "We don't want to make
money. We just want to break even,"
commented Fairbrook. "We provide
services at times even when they
aren't profitable, but it's good public
relations."
The new plan would require the
re-decoration of the Grace Covell
dining hall to create a Rat-type at
mosphere and include an area for en
tertainment. Under the proposal,
students will be able to purchase an
amount of food only equal to the
value of their meal card.
Fairbrook also hopes to
renovate the Rat by making it more
spacious and adaptable to entertain
ment.
"This is an experiment that will
depend on the students themselves,"
noted Fairbrook. "I've asked

around, and the general response
seems very, very favorable."
According to Director Fair
brook, the reason why so many
students choose not to eat in the
dining halls and instead eat at the Rat
is not because they don't like the
food, but because "students enjoy
the atmosphere and sometimes just
tire of dorm food."
With the new plan he believes he
can provide a large enough facility
that will serve as an alternative to the
meal served at the dining halls. The
Grace Covell Hof Brau will be open
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. to all meal
card holders, and the Coffee House
will serve coffee, pastries, and soup
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Lunch at the Rat will remain
the same. Fairbrook says he isn't
happy with the lunch format of the
Rat, but he doesn't know exactly how
to attract tnore customers away from
the Summit during the lunch hour.
The idea of the Coffee House
came from visits by Fairbrook to
similar resturants on the campuses of
USC, UCLA, and San Jose State.
The decision on the change isn't
final, but Fairbrook says he "for sure
wants to try it." He highly en
courages student opinion on the
possible change.

Running for U.S. Senator:

;ND OF THE YEAR

MONOTONY BREAKER IN THE REDWOOD ROOM,

PETECONGRESSMAN,
MeCLOSKEY,
JR.
R-PALO ALTO
noted author & lecturer

come to a meeting
THURSDAY, MAY 6th
at 7:30 p.m. in the
University Center
Conference Room

COME t o one of our Candlelight Dinners
FRIDAYS—April 16, 23, and May 7 t h .
UOP STUDENTS

ONLY

. . . . $ 5 . 0 0 or Meal Ticket

Two seatings nightly . . . 5 : 0 0 and 6:15 pm
SIGN UP IN THE FOODSERVICE OFFICE i n Anderson
Hall a t l e a s t 1 week i n advance beginning
n p r i l 12, 1962.
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STANLEY H. KAPLAN
For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In Test Preparation.
PREPARE FOR

MCAT* DAT* LSAT
m

GRE-BRE PSYCH-GRE BIO-GMAT
PCAT * OCAT * VAT * MAT * SRI * CPA
TOEFL - MSKP - NAT! MED BOARDS - VQE
ECFMG - FLEX • NAT!DENTAL BOARDS
PODIATRY BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

f£7

-H

• Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
• Complete TE;ST-n-TAPEsm facilities for review of
class lessons and suDDlementarv materials.

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
TEST PREPARATION

• Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our o^er 85 centers.

SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1763
1 Security Pacific PI. 94108
PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
499 Hamilton Ave. 94301
tor Information About nthor

•... •„ ».

BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704
DAVIS (916) 753-4800
204 F Street 95616
Tu. n A5 Maior (jS Cities A Abroad

OUT8IDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOU- FREE: tOO-223-1782

News Briefs
Trip to Kenya
slated

g y S U S »»

Werner

A 17-day trip to Kenya k
a.ll
l w
planned for August 1-17 by «,!
1 was wrong. * *
University of the Pacific OffiCe of
c
last tim
iJ0wever,
Lifelong Learning.
Dr. Richard Tenaza of the
biological sciences department win
direct the trip, which is beino
in
arranged to coincide with the annual migration of thousands 0f
African animals.
Tenaza, who has directed
seven previous African safaris ,1^
freel
said this trip will take the parl jiinS' . . yve see
ticipants to tribal villages, piUs
allow for the viewing of lions
elephants, giraffe, cape buffalo',
rhino and other game from
specially designed safari vehicles.
Lodging will be in hotels,
game lodges and country clubs,
and there will be opportunities for
golf, swimming, snorkling, photo
graphy,. deep-sea fishing, and a
hot-air balloon safari. Stops wi
include London, Nairobi, Lake
Nakuru, Mt. Kenya Safari Club
to
and Mombasa.
>
The cost will be $2,875, plus
sa
airfare.
For details contact Tenaza at
946-2182.

'Right

ai

wrong are just *>o<
we may apply
'
me thing, depei

Prof Publishes
about women,
socialism

Two books dealing wit
women and the socialist movement
in this country have been edited by
Dr. Sally M.Miller, a history
professor at University of the
Pacific.
Flawed Liberation - Socialism
and Feminism was publishe
recently by Greenwood Press. The
240-page collection of essays
analyze the role of women in the
American socialist movement.
Two of the articles were written by
Miller.
Kate Richards O'Hare - Selec
ted Writings and Speeches is the

ittg upon which /
tial viewpoint we
it from.'

studies, shared his knowledg
"Taoism and Creativity
a
Friday Symposium last week in i
Covfell's Tiger Lounge.

Schedler might have h
problem communicating his

Dance ei
commun

Noon dance concerts to b<
publicly by UOP's Pacific Dan
semble next week will mark a I
resurgence in the popularity ol
productions.

second book, due for publication
this summer by Louisiana State
University Press. Miller and Philip
S. Foner, an emeritus history
professor at Lincoln University,
The dancers, members of
are the co-editors.
student-faculty dance compan
The 408-page book deals with perform modern and jazz piece
the activities of O'Hare in the early the company's repertoire of c
1900s. The woman, termed the works.
"first
lady
of
American
socialism," was an outspoken
Highlighting National
critic of many concerns popular
today, such as political and
religious oppression, and a suppor
ter of the rights of working
women, textile farmers, prison in
mates and prostitutes.
A special sketch c
Pus scene to hon
graduating seniors wil
Professor Ronald J. P
a graduate of UOP
a Professor who has i
jl
1970, Pecchenin

Prof's s

Pharmacy Dean
heads national
organization JL • »r

Dr. Louis C. Martinelli, dean
of the School of Pharmacy 3
UOP, has been elected president o
the Association of Independen
Colleges and Schools of P«a'
macy. fnr
Martinelli, whose term is1
one year, said there are 17 menL£
schools in the organization,
group meets twice a year to discu
issues of concern to indepenw
pharmacy schools.
The UOP educator, who
named dean of the Phar. ,5|V
school here in 1980 was previo"
secretary of the association.

Dinosaurs kill®1'
by asteroids?
A chemist who believes th (()
tinction of dinosaurs was du
the impact of asteroids on the
th will present a talk on Satur
May 1, here.
Dr. Helen Michel will sp%,
0 a.m. in Foom 238 o ,L
So«
Classroom
vimsiuuiu Building
Duiiuius on
--ai
Campus. She is a staff che» .#
the Lawrence Laboratory ^
Berkeley. Her address will
the annual Sacramento
Spring meeting of the Ame ^
Chemical Society that is hos
the UOP chemistry departure13'
The talk will be open
public without charge, oh- m
will be a $6 charge (and AP ^
reservation deadline) f°r. ,hecu3
tending the steak ba
following the address.
f to
For more information;
make a luncheon reser^a„0 9^
the April 26 deadline, P"°
2271 or 946-2442.

HSr r».v

to make

Pecially memorable.

Seniors who m
Pa?d°Km0retothe Pi
between S
MaV 1983 will

Job Searc
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By Susan Werner
Staff Writer

The last time I was wrong, I was
actually right.
However, my
professor didn't acknowledge this
phenomenon because I didn't have
enough courage or faith in myself to
show him.
"Right and wrong are just words
which we may apply to the same
thing, depending upon which partial
viewpoint we see it from," writes
Taoist scholar Herrlee G. Creel.
The ancient Chinese philosophy
0f Taoism reveals a different perspec
tive on reality and truth.
Gil
Schedler, UOP professor of religious

intact

'Right and
wrong are just words
we may apply to the
same thing, depend
ing upon which par
tial viewpoint we see
it from.9

because a premise of this philosophy
shows that he who knows does not
speak and he who speaks does not
know. What he explained to his
audience is that .the eternal Tao can
not be told, it must be experienced.
,
Taoism goes against many accep
ted Western truths. Being and
othingness is a popular subject
among Western philosophers. In
Western philosophy Being is exalted.
As college students, we are achieve ment-oriented. That is Being.
1 aoism finds virtue in doing nothing
with effortless action.
Taoism could be the answer for
those of us who lack motivation and
are inherently lazy.
"It finds
usefulness in uselessness," said
Schedler.
Schedler stressed three concepts
of Taoism: deconstruction is not to
take words for granted. For exam
ple in this, death is not a threat
to life. Relativity emphasizes point
of view and individual truisms.
In turn, plurality rejects absolutes
and glorifies the infinite.
"We lost the Tao when we talk
about
mortality,"
explained
Schedler, summing up his feelings on
the subject. "Taoism is living spon
taneously in the moment with
freedom and creativity," he con
tinued.
Schedler took some time off
from teaching to pursue his interest in
Taoism. He studied for seven weeks
in Hawaii, and spent some time at
Stanford University's department of
religious studies. He has had two
books of Tao poetry published:
Making Plans, and Waking Before
Dawn.

Week, April 26-30, the concerts will
be at the Civic Center on Monday;
Hunter Square on Tuesday; Venetian
Bridges on Wednesday; Reyes Park
on Thursday, and Weberstown Mall
on Friday.

emeritus nisiory
incoln University,

National Dance Week is a
nationwide celebration of dance.
Professional and local companies will
take to the outdoors for this year's
theme "Dance is for Everybody."
One purpose of the program is to

book deals with
O'Hare in theeOT
roman, termed the

of
Amend"
as an outspoken

Schedler's poetry is allencompassing and often highlights
normal, everyday events in an
unusual manner. One of his favorite
themes deals with why people want to
live in Stockton. "Stockton is a place
where old ladies wear white tennis
shoes," illustrates the humor in his
poetry. Another of his poems
describes touring the health spas of
Europe in a limousine.
One of his poems is called "The
Difficulties of Being a Gandhi in
California." Schedler maintains that
Taoism is almost. anything contem
plative, although it centers around
four pillars of thought: nature,
aesthetics, humor, and solitude.

'...he
who
knows not speaks
and he who speaks
does not know.9
This mini-lecture on Taoism was
sponsored by the Center for In
tegrated Studies. Presentations are
held every Friday in the patio terrace
rooms in Grace Covell at noon. This
week's speaker will be the Rev.
Robert Moon on "The Realist's
Message on Nuclear Disarmament."
Past speakers have included
UOP professors Bob Blaney and Cort
Smith speaking on the People's
Republic of China; and Pacific
faculty members Jim Hefferman and
Lee Christianson on perspectives on
the creationist controversy.

Sunning calls for sunscreens
By Mike Webb
News Editor

Bronzed bodies basking in the
summer sun certainly look healthy,
and to an extent, sunbathing can
be beneficial.
Relaxing on a bright after
noon onKnoles lawn, for exam
ple, can reduce stress, lower the
levels of sugar and cholesterol in
the blood, and increase strength.
A .suntan, however, is also a
first defense by the skin to protect
itself from harmful doses of
sunlight, strongest between 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. Sunburns, or
even repeated tans over many
years, cause the skin to lose
elasticity, age prematurely, and to
reduce its defense against disease.
For those who want to keep
from burning and stay out in the
sun longer, sunscreens offer the
best protection. Special care might
be taken to cover high-exposure

generate support for what is one of
America's fastest growing audience
attractions, and one threatened by
federal budget cuts.

For more information, please
call 946-2471 and ask for Karen
Bradley or Kathleen Smith.

S? °f *orkl! Prof's sketch to honor seniors
concerns popjj

Pharmacy w

heads nations
„manization

A special sketch of a UOP cam
pus scene to honor the 1982
graduating seniors will be created by
Professor Ronald J. Pecchenino. As
a graduate of UOP in 1956, and
a professor who has taught at OOP
since 1970, Pecchenino was selected
in order to make the rendering
especially memorable.
Seniors who make a pledge of
$10 or more to the Pacific Fund, to be
paid between September 1982 and
May 1983 will receive one of the

framed black and white prints. The
Senior Pledge Committee will spon
sor Senior Pledge Day in the
University Center Patio, Tuesday,
April 27 and Wednesday, May 28
during noontime.

Seniors can stop by to make their
pledge and get a helium balloon.
Members of the Pledge Committee
include: Ann Connolly, Anthony
D'Alessandro, Sara Dyer, Jayne Gib
son, Toni Glandon, Lisa Greenberg,
Kathy Linan, Paula Lubniewski,

Kathleen Mayne, Alex McPherson,
Allison Pland, Dean Sampson, Lisa
Shusto, Pam Stanley, Lorraine
Torres, Mary Vallerga, Gail Young,
and Mark Ziemann.
Framed prints will be presented
to each senior who makes a pledge to
the Pacific Fund, at the Senior
Champagne Brunch, Sunday, May 2,
1982 at 11 a.m. at the Pacific Club.
The brunch will cost $3.75 per per
son, and reservations must be made
in advance by contacting the Alumni
Office in Burns Tower.

Products that contain no sun
screen, just mineral oils or cocoa
butter, do not protect the skin
from burning.
Unfortunately, many produc
ts containing sun screenjng
chemicals can nave harmful side
effects. The chemicals paraaminobenzoic acid (PABA) or oil
of
iBergamot
(5-Methyl(Oxysoralen .)
break
down
chemically into photo toxins.
These poisonous substances can
increase the risk of cancer.
Other harmful effects may
arise from certain drugs. Some
tranquilizers, antibiotics, birth
control pills, antihistamines, soaps
and cosmetics may cause the skin
to be more sensitive to sunlight, or
break down into photo toxins.
Although tanning has its
health and cosmetic benefits, too
much sun for too long can have
irreversible effects to the skin.
Moderation is the best answer.

areas such as the ears, nose, lowei
lip, shoulders, and the "V" area of
the neck. Special sunscreening
creams and lip balms are available
for these areas.
Sunscreens are products
which can block out varying
degrees of ultraviolet light.
Ultraviolet
light
is
more
penetrating than visible light, and
is responsible for sunburn that
could cause skin cancer.
How much light is reduced by
sunscreens depends on the sunscreen's Sunlight Protection Fac
tor, or SPF number. A sunscreen
with a factor of three, for example,
would allow someone to stay safely
in the sun three times as long as
they could without protection.
Most sunscreens and suntan
lotions have a protection number
printed on their label. Suntan
lotions, however, also have
moisturizers which keep the sun
from drying out in the sun.

SHAPE UP
FOR
SUMMER
WITH

The city of Stockton is providing
funding for UOP's effort at sites
chosen to provide access to all age
groups and various neighborhoods.

is pohtical jJ
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GAMES
LlstPrifr OnrPrice
Skip-Bo

6.49

5.20

Chess/Backgammon Travel

6.95

4.47

Set W/Wooden Case
Rumi K

6.49

5.20

6.95

4.99

3.99

3.20

4.95
33.95

4.38
9.88

Triple Yahtzee

4.95

3.99

Score Four

9.99

8.00

Black Box

14.95

13.30

(

Magnetic Backgammon
Chess-Checker Set
Hi-Q
Yahtzee
Challenge Yahtzee

Scrabble-Spanish
French Ea.

,c
35.68

Tripoley Elite Ed.

34.00

Tournament Chess Set

1.84

Tripoley

1*69

5.75

HuskerDu

*1.99

6.40

Careers

12.25

9.80

Trust Me

11.60

Stadium Checkers
Spill & Spell

6.29
7-49

5.40
6.00

pit

7.45

6.00

Boggle

10.25

8.20

PmvcrsTt^ookStore I
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 •• (209)_946-2329J

© 1980 VOLK

We now have
in stock a
new supply of
Tennis Rackets,
Balls, Table
Tennis, Swim
Goggles, and
nuch, much more
on counters
5 and 8.
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NEWS

The newest campus fad: clove smokes is

r

!

By Kate Moses
Special to the Pacifican

It may be that the days of swallowing goldfish are
gone, and that nobody stuffs sweaty bodies into
Volkswagens anymore, but with each fad that passes a
new one takes its place. When, but during college, can
we have an excuse for reckless behavior?
lately there has been a somewhat hushed,
possibly mysterious trend among students at UOP
and you might experience traces of this fad wafting up
from inside a dorm room in the Quads or from the
back patio of a sorority on a cool evening: that there is
not incense or pot -- it is clove cigarette smoke.
Clove cigarettes have been gaining popularity on
campus recently. Although most people seem to know
what they are, no one is really sure why they are
becoming a welcome addition to quiet parties, or who
the people are who smoke them. It may be that tney
are a legal alternative to drugs, and so they are
popular with "burn outs" or those conscience-ridden
souls who prefer to stay away from controversial sub
stances: possibly, smoking cloves is a status symbol
and so individuals wanting to be "cool" or looking for
popularity crave them. However, the ultimate success
of a fad depends on its mass appeal to all types of
people, and chances are that this is the category into
which clove cigarettes fit.
For the uninitiated, a clove cigarette is somewhat
"fatter" than a tobacco cigarette, and it is composed
of closely-packed ground cloves, with the possible ad
dition of various herbs. It has a sweet, musky smell
when lit, and some smokers say that clove cigarettes
have an odor like marijuana. Most people experience
a slight dizziness of "head rush" when first trying a
clove or when combining smoking with alcohol, and
this feeling may account for part of the growing in
terest in them. As one smoker stated, "Cloves are a
cheap, legal high - an alternative to pot, and they're

fun at parties."
In a random survey of 250 UOP students, 80 per
cent of the respondents have tried clove cigarettes, and
of those students, 70 percent felt that the experience of
smoking "cracks" (as they are called, due to the
"crackling" sound the shredded cloves make when lit)
was favorable. Answers to the question, "What was
your experience smoking clove cigarettes?" ranged
from, "they were disgusting!" to "Wow, they're really
fun, I felt really airy, and 1 told my mom to buy
some."
Ninety percent of the questioned students who
had tried a clove cigarette first heard of them during to
last two years, and more than 50 percent heard of
clove cigarettes while at UOP. Two students had
smoked their first clove during an informal meeting of
a class with Larry Meredith.
In answer to the question, "What type of people

do you think would smoke a clove cigarette?" most of
the respondents answered "sorority girls" or "trendy
intellectuals," while the range of other answers ran
from "young, educated types" and "tobacco
smokers" to "disgusting, ignorant people who should
be killed" There was no substantial difference in
whether the respondents felt that more men or more
women smoked clove cigarettes.
Linda Newman, owner of "Highland Briar,
Ltd.," the only "traditional" tobaccanist in Stockton
remarked that clove cigarettes have been growing in
popularity during the last four years. This could be
due to their greater availability because of relaxed im
port taxes on goods from Indonesia, where most clove
cigarettes are manufactured. Linda added that cloves
are "particularly popular among UOP students and
young intellectual types. I always have a shortage
around midterm time!"

is centered in Boston, but supporting
organizations are sprouting all over
Staff Writer
the United States.
The Student Peace Coalition, an
Several campus groups, in
organization for nuclear disar
cluding the recently formed Student
Peace Coalition, have sponsored ac mament here at UOP has had noon
tivities to celebrate "Ground Zero information tables in the University
Center, and showed the film, No
Week" at UOP.
Ground Zero Week provides an Frames—No Boundaries last Wed
opportunity for people across the nesday. The SPC will also be giving
nation to educate themselves on the out information during registration
this Saturday.
peril of nuclear war.
Ground Zero is a nonpartisan
On Friday, the Faculty Sym
educational organization, named af
ter the military term for the target posium is featuring Dr. Robert
point of a nuclear bomb. The group Moon, who will be speaking on

Like all fads, the clove cigarette's appeal probably
lies in its mysterious aura and its understated ex
citement. As one advocate of cracks stated, "I
think smoking clove cigarettes in an acceptable way of
providing the public with an example of your in
dividuality." Despite their health hazards and high
prices, cloves continue to gain popularity, but it must
be noted that most fads have an element of danger in
volved. After all, if you swallow a goldfish, the bones
might get stuck in your throat.

Zero Week

Education about nukes
By Amy Gilliand

Highland Briar, located in the Venitian Bridges
Specialty Center, carries about twelve varieties 0f
clove cigarettes, ranging in price from $1.15 to $2.60
per pack, with Jakarta, Kuta and Djaram the most
poular brands. The prices, considerably higher than
that of domestic tobacco cigarettes, reflect the high
cost of ordering through an importer. Linda said that
although she does sell a lot of cloves, there is no real
profit in keeping them in stock (she only makes about
four cents on each pack). She continues to carry clove
cigarettes "as an accomodation to my customers."
As for the health hazards of clove cigarettes, the
Food and Drug Administration estimates that clove
cigarettes are comparable to smoking tobacco,
although there are added risks if clove cigarettes are
smoked without filters. Because of the direct conflict
with the skin in the smoking of any non-filtered
cigarette, the smoker raises the chance of developing
cancer of the lips and mouth. A spokesman for the
FDA also said that because clove cigarettes are
manufactured in comparitively unsanitary conditions
due to the laxness of the laws in Indonesia, there could
be the possibility of the spread of disease through
their use. While half of the survey respondents
recognized that smoking clove cigarettes could be
detrimental to their health, they stated that they chose
nr
to continue to smoke, whether on occasion or
habitually.

"Moral Options for the Nation."
This presentation is held at noon in
the Grace Covell Patio Room and is
open to everyone.
Next Monday, April 26, the film
The Last Epidemic will be playing in
the University Center Theatre at noon
and 7 p.m. It is sponsored by the Cen
ter for Integrated Studies.
The Student Peace Coalition,
month-old group at UOP, organized
because they felt the dangers of
nuclear war and decided they needed
to do something about it.
"I got a lot of support from the

stuff in the news about the national
peace movement, and the nuclear
freeze initiative," said Mike Schafer,
a founding member of the SPC.
By joining the Coalition, mem
bers have made a personal commit
ment to educate the university com
munity about nuclear war and disar
mament. That is the group's primary
goal in organizing.
Ground Zero Week has provided
just that opportunity. A banner in
the University Center proclaims, "If
this were Ground Zero, virtually
everything within two miles of here
would be destroyed."

The SPC is also trying to get
people to participate in a Peace Vigil
held in front of City Hall, at 12:30
p.m., the first Sunday of every mon
th.
This Sunday gathering is taking
place all across the country in an ef
fort to show public officials that
citizens are organizing for nuclear
disarmament. There are no speakers,
nor does anyone have to be affiliated
with a particular group.
In the future, Schafer hopes to
plan a rallv. not just with UOP, but
hopefully including Bay Area cam
puses as well.
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"Ten, fifteen students from five
different campuses-that's a rally,"
says Schafer.
"That would really
show something."
"Little groups all over the coun
try have to start up in order for
governments to listen and start to
make changes."
That's the
philosophy the Coalition has started
with, but Schafer declined to
speculate on where all this might lead.
"I think the students can do
much more," continued Schafer. "I
don't know what yet. But that's
something I hope to find out," he
concluded.
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Face
If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you know
what's stopping you from getting the American Express" Card ?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now?
First of all, it's a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know that's important.
Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for things
like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized and welcomed
worldwide, so are you.
,
1*
So call for a Special Student Application
or look for one at your college bookstore or on
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it.5"

Call today for an application:
800-528*8000.

© American Express Company.1982.
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Is this religion, or show biz?
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Staff Writer
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A "cathedral for the crazies" is
t many people call Glide
Memorial
Methodist
Church.
j0wever, the Rev. Cecil Williams is
jrobably one of the sanest people
round He says he wants to build
midges, and he came to Stockton last
,eek to do exactly that: bridge the
between North and South
Stockton. This tremendous polarity
•oncerns him, the one between the
'haves* and the 'have nots,' rich and
,oor, black and white.
Last Wednesday, the Rev.
Williams and his clan met next to the
surthouse before their venture into
South Stockton. The Rev. Williams
[new what he was in for; he has done
his type of thing several times
iefore. But I had no experience
lacking me.
He had said the day before that
ie was just "feeling out the
jtuation," but in the back of his
nind he knew he was going to try to
•each the unreachables. He said that
"We go where other folks

tudents from five
• that's a rally,"
rhat would really
all over the counup in order for
Ken and start
That's
alition has
fer declined
all this might
students can
mued Schafer.
yet. But
to find out," lit

At his best: Williams one
on one, exuding love and
'affection.

won t go. in San Francisco Glide is
located in an area that is just that,
only worse. Glide is a retreat in the
Tenderloin an area in S.F. so mean it
makes ugly look good.
Our first encounter with the
people on the street was probably the
most crucial. Five black 20-year-olds
got off a bus, and the Rev. Williams
approached them in a genial manner,
claiming he wanted to talk. The men
automatically backed-off, scared they
had done something wrong.
However, when their eyes caught
hold of a television camera, and they
realized their chance for recognition.
They immediately opened up.
He asked them if they were em
ployed; none of them were. He asked
them if they wanted to work, if they
had made an honest effort at finding
a job.
One of the five answered, "Do
you think I like having no money and
hanging out on the streets everyday? I
tried, but nobody is hiring people that
aren't trained. You have to have ex
perience, and nobody gives me a
chance to get that."
These youths seemed relatively
happy, but when the subject of
unemployment came up time and
time again, their faces tensed and
their voices expressed resentment.
The Rev. Williams is extremely
disturbed by the Reagan ad
ministration's implementing so many
budget cuts that are making people
suffer and go hungry. He said, "The
hostility is more evident, and young
people who thought things were okay
are being disillusioned." People are
losing their homes, their cars, their
pride and self-worth, he added.
When the Rev. Williams told the
youths on the street what he was
trying to do, and asked them how
they felt the bridge could be gapped,
they answered unanimously: "Why
don't they build a mall in South
Stockton?" All felt this would rectify
the situation.
We continued down the street,
approaching the border of despair.
What is it about Market Street? In
almost every big city, south of Market
symbolizes the epitome of the slums.
It is apparent in San Francisco, and
here we were walking the line on
Market Street.
Nearing the corner of San
Joaquin, the Rev. Williams spotted a
local bar across the street from a
liquor store. Stumbling out of the
bar, struggling to get a grip on things,
was another young black man. It was
just past one o'clock, and he looked
like he had been drinking all mor
ning, if not the night before.

The minister went up to him, and
steadied him. The man had just put a
bottle of nite-train in his back pocket.
He thought he was in trouble, but the
Rev. Williams only wanted to know if
he was okay. It was apparent that he
wasn't.
The Rev. Williams was concer
ned that the youth hadn't eaten in
days, as he was swaying in and out of
consciousness. The minister was
trying to reach him, but it seemed
hopeless.

around, I saw the boy leaning against
the mailbox, contemplating the tran
saction that had just occurred.
We continued down the street
and around the corner. We headed
for a park with a little bit of green
grass and a lot of cement. There were
a variety of people there: blacks,
whites, men, women, and children.
These people were here because
they had no other place to go. Some
passed the time nursing a bottle of
Ripple; others smoked cigarette after

Rev. Williams shouts scripture and bits of wisdom at the
Glide Memorial Church in San Francisco. "Do you really
believe?" he asks.

The youth didn't seem violent,
just desperate. The Rev. Williams
asked him about the bottle in his back
pocket, and the boy displayed it
shamefully. The older man made him
promise to go and get something to
eat, and then slipped him a couple of
dollars.
I was sure he was going to head
straight across the street to the liquor
store, but he didn't. When I turned

cigarette. All attempted to amuse
themselves, hoping the day would go
by that much faster.
There were three Indians oc
cupying the far end of the park. Two
of them looked bored and ready for
trouble. The other one was melan
choly and slightly inebriated. The
Rev. Williams approached them in
his usual amicable manner, just
hoping to talk.

PEOPLE

It soon became apparent that a
dispute was on the rise; the tension
was building, and every attempt made
at rectifying the situation backfired.
An Indian was challenging the Rev.
Williams in an effort to spare his
pride, but the minister didn't
acknowledge the violence the Indian
was exuding. To my amazement the
quarrel ended, and we were talking to
these people like one would talk to
any acquaintance in the park. We left
them with good feelings and a few
dollars in their pocket that didn't
seem to be enough. They needed
more for cigarettes.
This can't be religion, but it is.
The philosophy of Glide Memorial
Methodist Church stems from a
quote from the Bible, (Luke 10: 2937), "Who is my neighbor? The one
who shows mercy...Go and do
likewise." Each month Glide feeds
25,000 hungry people. The Church is
willing to embrace anyone: junkies,
alcoholics,
ex-cons,
pimps,
prostitutes and people with no place
else to go.
Their services are different.
Members call them celebrations, and
they are. They don't have a choir.
They have a rock band, singers, a
dance troupe, light show and projection
of song lyrics. The Rev. Williams
doesn't quote the Bible; he speaks
from experience, from the heart.
"Glide has become the place where
people can vent their anger and
frustrations," the Rev. Williams ex
plained. "I don't want people to find
faith in me. I want them to find faith
in themselves." He claims he isn't
concerned with numbers, but com
mitment.
The Rev. Williams held a service
in the Central Methodist Church last
Thursday night. He brought with him
all of his singers and dancers. It was
evident that the celebration would not
have been the same without them.
People in the audience sang, and
kept up with the beat by
clapping
their hands and swaying from side to
side. It was old time religion at its

best, an enlightening service. UOP
religious studies professor Larry
Meredith called it "show business."
The other day 1 was down in
South Stockton and I happened to see
the three Indians I had met with the
Rev. Williams the week before. I said
"hello," and they seemed genuinely
happy to see me.
Then they asked me for money.
They claimed they had to buy
weapons to protect themselves,
because someone was out to get them.
These are the same people I thought
were out to get me, and we call this
trust.

Giovannis'
Invites you to view the new
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Playmate
Material?
Well guarantee you a Cover Spot
on our...

• Playgirl
• Playboy
• Newsweek

at
2222 Grand Canal Boulevard
Stockton, California
'hone (2()9) 952-OQ92

* Time
• McCall'
• Vogue

For you or a friend..call
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The PACIFICAN is currently
taking applications for
the 1982-1983
school year:

By Alex Goddard
Linda Hunter; Senior; C.O.P.
"I'd probably kill myself;> I don t thin
I would want to live after that.
• Howard: Freshman; SBPA.

rKSSia-.
^and gets the rest of us who are

left."

Fritz Matthias; Junior; C.O-P.
"I'm gonna get very drunk, drink io
beer. Drink and celebrate.
Vela; Junior; C.O.P.
m gonna molest all the young laoies I
always warned to. all the surviving jfug
always
burnt t00 badly ana
Ravmond

"rampage and do what 1 want. Repopulaie the

earth.

Williams and parishers at
the Glide Memorial.

4555 N. Pershing, space no. 7\

What are your per
sonal plans for the
week after the nuclear
holocaust?
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Advertising Reps.
Writers
Copy Editors
Photographers
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Applications available at
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3rd floor North Hall
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ENTER TAINMENT
Review by Peon Stornos

'Deathtrap' great fun
Deathtrap
Directed by Sidney Lumet
The article opens with the lead-in
sentence: "Deathtrap" is the best
film I've reviewed this year...
Then it will go on to talk about the
premise, a bit about technique, and
end with a recommendation to see it
and a special note about DePalma s
Blow Out..
If this confuses you, don t
worry. You are not reading a rough
draft or a recommendation to the
editor, but instead you have been
given a taste of the idea behind Sid
ney Lumet's film of Ira Levin's hit
play, Deathtrap.
Deathtrap is the best film I've
reviewed this year, with the singular
exception of Blow Out. In a string of
okay, pretty good, or terrible films,
Blow Out and Deathtrap emerge as
the only two worth shouting about.
The film concerns a playwright
named Sidney Bruhl, played by
Michael Caine. He is a successful
writer of "who-dunnit"-type mur
der/mystery plays. However, his
latest play was a failure, and he is in
desperation about his career. He is
married to Myra, a sniveling and
delicate waif of a wife with a heart
condition.
Sidney receives in the mail a play
by an amateur playwright. Clifford
Anderson (Christopher Reeve), en
titled Deathtrap. It is perfect in every
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clever parody of murder mysteries
way, which makes Sidney extremely
(compare Dial M for Murder).
jealous. Being a sort of sociopath, he
Lumet's directing is very suc
plans to lure Clifford to his house and
cessful, with only a few minor incon
murder him in order to steal his play.
sistencies. All of my examples of why
This is the first premise of the
his techniques are successful would,
film. From here on, the film has so
again, give away too much of the
many changes, twists, turns, and sur
plot! All I can say is that he uses
prises that 1 literally can t say anything
camerawork well in specific ways to
more about the plot without giving
create suspense. Details of this would
it all away. Suffice it to say that there
ruin the suspense for you. This is
are laughs, frights, and curious mix
quite a different genre for Lumet,
tures of both as the audience is led up
who likes to try new things. Usually a
one alley and down another until
director of crime-type films, he also
eventually it isn't sure what to believe
directed The Wiz.
anymore.
There is an atypical baroqueThis idea of "not knowing
sounding
music under the suspense
what's real" is almost a pervasive
scenes. Written by Johnny Mandel,
it is a curious counterpoint to the
fright that keeps the feel of the film
light despite a couple of potentially
violent sequences. Deathtrap is just
as much a parlor-drama" as Dial M
for Murder or The Mousetrap.
This is very clever stuff, and all
involved pull it off well. There was
an unnecessary homosexual element
played up in the film that was only
hinted at in the play, and a couple of
characters (Myra and Clifford) were
theme in many of Levin's works,
rather shallow. But otherwise Ihave
most especially Rosemary's Baby and
only good things to say about the
The Stepford Wives, both made into
film. Irecommend you go see it.
excellent films. In this film, the joke
Incidentally, this weekend's
is on the audience so much, expecially
ASUOP film is Brian DePalma's
when it thinks it knows something
Blow Out, which I mentioned before
and then is fooled, that it winds up
as the best film I've reviewed this
being a very fun film and not at all a
year. You may remember me raving
thriller. At the same time, it's a
about it in my first review in Septem
ber. Don't miss this fortunate oppor
tunity to see it—and for FREE even!
Skip it at you own risk; rarely do
films of this technical and entertain
ment quality come around.
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"It ends up being a
very funny film and
not at all a thriller."

Martla Wood photo

Lead singer Peter Wolf of the J. Geils Band
is shown here "relaxing" during a number
on the band's recent Bay Area concert
tour. After jumping back into the rock and
roll spotlight as the opening band for
the Rolling Stones concerts, the band hit

the road heading their own series of shows
promoting their recent album release
"Freeze Frame."
The album moved
swiftly to the top of the album charts
with the help of two popular singles,
"Centerfold" and "Freeze Frame."

Entertainment

Woods Wanderers*
Travel Bureau

SCT presents 'Da'

Get your Easter Air tickets
as soon as possible

FROM THE PROFESSIONALS
478-1865

'Da," the Tony Award winning
play opened at Stockton Civic
Theatre with Bill Smith starring as Da
(Dad), on April 16.
"This is a play that has charm
and love, warmth and humor. Won
derful, witty, and wise," says Clive
Barnes of the New York Post. Other
reviews say it's the most acclaimed
play in years.
The playwright, Hugh Leonard,
knew a local transplant for Ireland,
Sean O'Farrell.
They grew up
together in Dublin, according to
O'Farrell, and there are characters in

IlOMiY TREAT
I

Hot off number one album,
J. Geils rocks the Bay Area

Da" whom they knew as kids.
O'Farrell is helping the cast with
their Irish accents, and with the
general tone of the play.

open Wednesday through Saturday
from 1 to 6 p.m.

In this semi-autobiographical
play the son, Charlie, is played by
Robert Melera. Charlie has returned
to Dublin for his father's funeral. As
he sorts through Da's papers, the past
floods the present with memories,
and the stage is crowded with family
and friends.
Young Charlie is played by
Robert Walker. Others in the cast are
Barbara Ann Cecchetti, Bob Lenzi,
Wilhelm Toltcmit, Lisa Zimmerman,
and Debbie Creighton.
"Da" is the second play Suzanne
Wilbur has directed for Stockton
Civic Theatre. Doug Grotemeyer will
be her technical director; Nick Elliott
will design the sets.

In conjuction with Pacific Days,
Sigma Delta Pi, the Spanish Honor
Society, will be showing the film
Tristana in the U.C. Theatre on
Saturday, April 24 at 2 p.m.

Admission is $7 or by season,
ticket. Performances started April 16
and continue Fridays and Saturdays
at 8:30 p.m. Reservations may be
made by calling the box office (209)
473-2424. Tickets must be picked up
at least 24 hours before each perfor
mance at the box office, which is

Spanish film

Tristana is the story of a young
and innocent girl who becomes the
mistress of her aging, corrupt guar
dian. The movie, set in the 1920's, is
filmed in Spain and features
Catherine Denueve, Fernando Ray,
and Franco Nero. It is directed by
Luis Bunuel, and is presented in
Spanish dialogue with English sub
titles.
The film is free to all ASUOP
card holders.

Conservatory recitals
As we near the conclusion of this
semester, recitals given by faculty and
students of the Conservatory are
great in number, as are performances
by persons outside of UOP.
On Saturday, April 24, UOP will

YOGURT
Shoppes
*7ie<xt

FRESH FROZEN YOGURT
THE HEALTH TREAT
20 Flavors Available

FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Orange Delight
HONEY BASED PIES
IMPORTED COFFEE
HERB TEAS
VISIT OUR HONEY TREAT LOCATIONS (5)
4343 Pacific Ave., Stockton, CA
next to L/OP
8037 West Lane, Stockton, CA
nex t to Taco Bell

The New Family Fun Center • Games & Health Treats

3F

iCOUPON:
Free f arob or Nut Topping
FREE SAMPLES
At the New
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host the Northern California
Collegiate Choral Festival from noon
until 6 p.m. At 8:15 p.m. that same
Amphetamines improve
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p.m.
On Monday, April 26, a Student
Chamber Music performance will be
given at 8:15 p.m. Two RAS faculty
members will then perform on
Tuesday, April 27 at 8:15 p.m. Neil
Tatman, oboe player and Do"
DaGrade, bassoon player are bot
members of the Conservatory!
Resident Artist Series (RAS) whtc
features members of the Conser
vatory faculty. The performances ar
free to students, and they offer
opportunity to hear some g°°
performances.
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The Oakland Symphony
chestra, conducted by Calvin
,
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Voice of thousands of cartoons DlSCussion bv Frank Reichert
to speak at UOP Conservatory Good releases from Reed, XTC

The Blue Mask
Lou Reed ^
RCA
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recent album release
The album moved
>p of the album charts
f two popular
"Freeze Frame."
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Mel Blanc, the man behind the voices
Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig, Tweety Bird, Daffy
Duck, the Flintstones and countless other
cartoon characters, will speak Wednesday
April 28 at 8 p.m. in the Conservatory of
Music. Admission is free to all students.
Uiailv IO
UUI lOIVJwl OU the
Alio number
I IUIIIUOI one
UIIC
Blanc
is considered

draw among U.S. students today.
Beginning in the radio business in 1927,
Blanc has become one of the most significant
and influential voices in American pop
culture. His voice is estimated to be heard by
over 100 million people throughtout the
world each day.
7
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I thank the god of music for
Lou Reed. In a world of cool,
popular, commercial, bands who
play 'beautiful'imusic, the God
father of Punk plays his style with
passion and meaning. On Reed's
First album in two years, The Blue
Mask, there are ten songs of music
that anyone could play, and lyrics
anyone could understand, but they
are ten songs no one else could ever
write.
The first song on side two
states: "I'm just your Average
Guy," which is as far from the
truth as you can get. The word
for Lou Reed is complex.
The opening number, "My
House," is a strange tribute to
Delmore Schwartz.The music here
borders on psychedelic, and Reed s
vocals would leave much to be
considered if the listener was a Fir
st-timer to Reed.
Reed is complex in his song
diversity. He is obvious and sim
ple in "Women—I love women;"
but roundabout in his morals in
"The Blue Mask"— "They put
blood in his coffee and milk in his
gin."
Reed comes out against guns
in "The Gun." Reed's vocal is
straight and simple and goes right
for the heart. The gun becomes a

deadly and cruel object when han
dled by a man: "I'll put a hole in
your face if you even breathe a
word."
"The Heroine" is a funny
way of praising a drug that Reed
has sung about during his entire
career. "Waves of Fear" battles
for best song on the album but
there are many other good ones.
"The Day John Kennedy Died" is
such a slap in the face that it takes
almost all of the next song to
recover.
An excerpt is:
"I
dreamed I was the president of
these United States; I dreamedl 1
replaced ignorance stupidity and
hate; I dreamed the perfect union
and a perfect, law, undenied; And
most of all I dreamed I forgot the
day John Kennedy Died."
Lou Reed uses good lyrics and
interesting guitar licks to give us
one of his best efforts to date, The
Blue Mask.
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English Settlement
XTC

Virgin
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Ecstacy. That is the feeling I
get when I listen to music by XTC.
(When a word fits, use it.)
My feelings are a bit
opinionated, but when it comes to
discussing my favorite group, I
cannot help but let some emotion
fly. But then, emotions are what
XTC's music is all about.

I have never come across a
group that demands its listeners to
participate so intensely in both the
emotional and intellectual aspects
of their music as XTC does.
English Settlement, the
group's fifth album, is about
England today. Songs about
runaways, destroying of public
landmarks, and traffic jams are
just a few of the topics covered by
this deep-thinking band.
Driven by Terry Chambers'
drums and Colin Moulding's
fretless bass, Moulding and
guitarist Andy Partridge take turns
vocalizing about things to watch
out for in this complicated life.
The music is lively and infectious.
The listener will soon find himself
swimming in the sounds and
morals of this fine English group.
The major drawback of the
album is the band's Teachings for
morals when there is just not any
obtainable. Some advice to XTC's
fans: buy the import. It is a
double album, and is well worth
the extra few bucks.
This review ends with classic
lyrics from the XTC song. They
have followed their previous trend
of putting out one classic song a
year. Following in the footsteps of
"Wait 'til Your Boat Goes
Down," "Respectable Street,"
"Complicated Game," and "All
Along the Watch Tower" is "No
Thugs in Our House."
All the while Graham slept
on, dreaming of a world where he
could do just what he wanted to.
No thugs in our house, are there,
dear? We made that clear. We
made little Graham promise us
he'd be a good boy.
Meanwhile a counterplot of
the police, who catch Graham redhanded beating up Asians.
He can't do wrong 'cuz dad's
a judge, and knows exactly what
the job of judging is all about.
Listen.

n taste of trivia by Cheryl L Darby
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Dave Kurst walked around the
world in 4Vi years, covering a dis
tance of 15,000 miles and wearing out 21
pairs of shoes.

j » ".^£,1
A
disgruntled employee ot
of a
Firm wrote out a comWest Coast firm
Puter program so that six months after he had left, the computer would
erase every account in its memory.
This worked so successfully that the
company had no recored of who op-

ed them how much money, so they
could not send out any bills. In
desperation, they advertised for
people to pay up, and when no one
did, they went bankrupt.

When a swarm of bees moves
from one location to another, it con
structs the cells of its new hive along
the same magnetic axis, demon
strating an incredible sensitivity to the
Earth's magnetic field.

hoops were
banned in Japan be
cause they caused so
many traffic accidents.
Hula

.
Choking is now the sixth most
common form of accidental death in
the United States, according to the
National Safety Council. Steak, lobster ts"Is> hard-boiled eggs and bread
get fatally stuck in some 2,500 throats
1————

every year. Choking 11is more lethal
than lightning, snake
snak bites, air
crashes, and even gun mishaps.
In 1975, a team of 40 karate ex
perts demolished 12 terraced houses
at Poolsbrook, near Chesterfield in
England, using only their heads, hands
and feet. It was a charity stunt.

11>« PACIFIC AVINUI
nOCMON. CMIFOMA VF J04

946-0480

OP STOCKTON

Astonishing survival? A swim
mer surfaced in Washington State's
T/lorititV CCirdS hQV€
Skokomish river after spending four lu€til y
hours
hn..,c unconscious in a freak air foggfl
isSUBCl J Of Oil Oj
pocket under a rock
All polar bears are left-handed;
they never use their right paw in at
tack or defense. Fully grown, they
can reach nine feet tall and weigh
1,000 pounds.

year apart.

Israel's 300,000 cattle

• RUSH ANIMALS
• HALLMARK CARDS

• STATIONERY
PARTY SUPPLIES
• GIFTS

Which is heavier, milk or cream?
Milk is heavier. Cream rises in milk
to the surface because it is composed
of infinitesimal drops of oil and fat
that are lighter than water and the
rest of the components of milk.

In 1978, The Brazil ^e.rf^
^Ported that municipal aulho"f Rio
^ao Joao de Meriti, State o
>
*here a new cemetery is bel"® ,h(l
e't it necessary to stress
,.
Cemetery has not been officially
°Pened yet, and "Would murderers
'herefore refrain from dumping dead
h°dies of victims on the site,
re<luently happened lately.

SSgt Wayne Mabry

• SUPPLIES

(916)635-9618

• CANDY
free gift wrap ud delivery

r

MM
A grrnl wnyntlrfc

cASUOP C& ttie
Conservatory" of cjTkfusic
present

Now Is The
To Learn To Fly
«K=

pi*

b—t

It has been estimated that if the
chemical elements composing an
average human body were isolated
and sold at commercial prices, they
would be worth about a dollar.
In the 1950s, hula-hoops became
$20 million industry. They were
sold among other things, as slim
ming aids, but ended up causing an
increase in back complaints. Hula
hoops were banned in Japan because
they caused so many traffic accidents.

a

Alan Abel, a Proj£ssio"jS
®°tnedian since the late 1950s, o
launched a hoax Society for Indecenc> to Naked Animals, whose aim was
J° promote the wearing of underw
by cows, pigs, and other anima s
Preserve their modesty.
Identity cards have been issued
for all of Israel's 300,000 cattle.

If you're an engineering student, you may
qualify for a scholarship worth over $ 11,000!
The United States Air Force is offering scholar
ships that pay over $900 a month to students
majoring in aeronautical, architectural, civil,
electrical, or nuclear engineering. You may
qualify if you are a U.S. citizen, have a 2.5+
GPA, and are within 18 months of graduation.
Upon graduation you will attend OfficerTraining School to receive your commission as an
Air Force officer! To find out more about this
fantastic opportunity contact--

• CRAfT 4 DECORATING

2 blocks sooth of cups
In the 1880s, the Toronto
Lacrosse Club of Canada, which won
the title "Champion of the World,"
trained on cocaine.

ENGINEERING
STUDENTS

Do people subconsciously
control the time of their
?['
death and birthdays and found thf
nearly half the people in h« sample
had died within three months ot tneir
birthday. That's twice the expected
rate.
Deadly coincidence':'
Two
brothers in Bermuda were kided while
riding the same moped in t.he,rs.^"1re
street by the same taxi a:ld /
carrying the same passen£er"but a

plus
tl[e UOP Jazz Uand
May 1 st — 8pm

Conservatory

TAKE A
$20 DISCOVERY FLIGHT
AND... DO IT NOW!
You can discover for yourself the sights, sounds and sensations of
learning to fly for only $20.00.
With aCessna Pilot Center Discovery Flight you'll actually take the
controls of a modern Cessna and fly under the guidance of a
professional flight instructor.
if sa super way to take the first step towards becominga pilot- just

ASUOP free

general $5

(tickets available at:
UOP electronics store

like thousands of other people have!
Try it yourself with a Special Discovery Flight which indudes a
pre-ffight briefing, a supervised flying experience with you at the
controls, anda post flight review -all foronly $20.00. Call orcome
out to...

FLOYD
AVIATION

1355 Lindbergh Street
Stockton Metroport
983-0159
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Karen's Comments

Softball wins 6 straight shut- outs
dinger shut-out USF 3-0, giving UD
to beat USF 3-0, allowing just one
Steman, Lori Powell, and Laura
only three hits and striking out foUr
Stubbs have all surpassed the .300
The top hitters were Barby Suttmann
SUff Writer
UOP then swept a doubleheader
mark through 40 games.
with two singles, and Stubbs with ,
from Stanford on Monday. Mayer
Coach Cindy Reynolds said she
home run.
An awesome team effort in pit
pitched a no-hitter in the first game,
" couldn't be more pleased with their
ching, hitting and defense has led the
leading UOP to a 3-0 win. She struck
play." Posting a 1(M league record,
Over spring break the Ltdv
UOP Lady Tiger softball team to 32out eight Stanford batters and walked
UOP
will
find
out
following
next
Tigers
finished as co-champions with
8 season record, while giving them
only three. The team collected eight
week's games whether they will make
Cal State Fullerton in the UOP tour,
momentum heading into league
hits,
with
Barby
Suttmann
and
the playoffs.
nament in Lodi. Both UOP and
showdowns next week with Fresno
Saulter providing two hits each.
Describing the Lady Tigers as
Fullerton finished with 3-0 records
State and Berkeley.
In
the
second
game,
Allmen
"hot," Reynolds commented,
but because of rain no championship
The Tigers, playing better than
dinger and Steman teamed up to no"We're playing errorless ball; the pit
game could be played. Named to the
any UOP softball team ever, have
hit
Stanford
again.
Both
pitchers
ching is outstanding, and opposing
compiled an impressive list of team
struck out two batters in the 5-0 vic All-Tournament Team were Tiger
teams have commented that they're
statistics while playing against some
tory. UOP pounded out six hits, in players Barby Suttmann and Flores.
afraid of our strong team hitting."
of the top teams in the country.
cluding triples by Lambdin, Calejas,
She also feels the Tigers have a
Pacific is playing in the Berkeley
Lady Tiger pitchers Theresa
and Cheryl Young. Becky Suttmann
good
chance
at
post-season
play.
Tournament this weekend. UOP will
Flores, Shelly Allmendinger, Kelly
added a single and a double for UOP.
"We're better than Fresno and just as
face Fresno State next Tuesday and
Mayer and Robin Steman have com
This past Tuesday the Tigers
or
better
than
Cat,"
said
good
Berkeley next Friday, both at LJo
bined to throw five no-hitters in the
again took a doubleheader from
Reynolds.
p.m. in Lodi to determine the Norlast eight games, giving up a total of
USF, 10-0 and 3-0.
Last SaturJay Flores threw her
Cal League champion.
only five hits in those eight games.
Flores continued her strong pit
third no-hitter of the year in a
The Tigers have now recorded six
ching, allowing just one hit and one
2-0
victory
over
the
University
of
San
Flores was named this week'i
straight shut-out victories.
walk, while striking out seven USF
Francisco. Stubbs provided the
Allmendinger's season record is
NorCal softball Player of the Week
batters
in
the
first
game.
Barby
Sut
Tigers with both RBI's on a pair of
14-0, while Flores is 11-5. UOP has
for her pair of no-hitters last week
tmann and her sister Becky provided
doubles. Laura Saulter also added
also displayed a consistent hitting at
against USF and Stanford.
four
singles
and
a
triple
between
two hits.
tack, with seven Tigers hitting over
struck out seven and walked two in
In the first game, pitchers them,while Calejas singled twice.
.300. Jennae Lambdin, Michelle
each game.
In
the
second
game,
Allmen
Allmendinger and Mayer combined
Calejas, Barby Suttmann, Flores,
By Laura Kuhn

By Karen Komsak

Sports Editor

UOP basketball signs 5 recruits
Following the conclusion of the 1981-82 men's basketball season,
Tom O'Neill took the reins as new head coach with the prospects of
building for a promising 1982-83. O'Neill and his staff arc now one step
closer to fulfilling high expectations for the future with *82s recruits
fulfilling UOP's "needs." The five new Tigers include three guards, a
center-forward, and a forward.
,, .
"Our number-one goal was to get help it
ibecau*
we only have two true guards coming back said O NcOl. Abo, c
a couple of big guys to defend and rebound. We definitely filled
our needs." continued O'Neill. "I'm pretty happy, he adds.
UOP signed Dean Andretta. a 6*3" guard from Henley High School
in Klamath Falls, Oregon. Andretta was a three-year varsity star, an^AHState 2-A choice the past two seasons, and he also made the Oregon
Basketball Congress International all-star team. He averaged 24.5 points
per game and 12.0 rebounds per game as a senior, shot 51 Percent from
the field and 80 percent from the line. Andretta was the leading scorer in
the state tourney as a junior.
....
„,
According to O'Neill. Dean has excellent size and quickness, and at
6'3". he gives us a dimension we haven't had at guard. He jumps well,
has good shooting range, and could even have the ability to play at
^'"The^cxt of Padfic's new guards is Kyle Pepple. 6',
High School in Seattle, Wa. Pepple was rated by the Seattle TUna u
"the best guard in the stale of Washington." Mercer Island went to the
state big school finals Pcpple's junior and senior year. He averaged 12.0
points per game, and had over 500 career assists.
"Kyle's as good a floor leader as I've seen in the three years I ve
been recruiting at UOP." said O'Neill. "He's got great command of the
ball, sees the whole court, and understands what you re trying to do of
fensively in both a half-and full-court situation.
Don Thomas, a 6'2" guard from Santa Clara High School in Oxnard. Calif., is the third of Pacific's guard signees. Thomas was first
team A11-C1F 1-A, All-Ventura County and Co-MVP of the Frontier

Baseball hosts top-ranked Hawaii today
Tiger baseball takes on No. 3.
ranked Hawaii today at 3 p.m. at
Billy Hebert Field. Tomorrow UOP
will hold the annual UOP Alumni
game at noon at Billy Hebert before
traveling to Sonoma State for a
doubleheader Sunday at noon.
The Tigers' next home game will
be Wednesday versus USF at Billy
Hebert, 3 p.m. That league garni

will be followed up by a three-game
weekend league series against Univer
sity of Nevada-Reno. UOP will play
a single game Friday night, proceeded
by a noon doubleheader on Saturday.
Saturday will also be a 25* beer
day at Billy Hebert. Students are
admitted to all games free with an
ASUOP I.D.
The Tigers' overall record drop

"We definitely filled our needs," said
Head Coach Tom O'Neill.
League his senior year. He averaged 14.0 points, 7.0 rebounds and 5.0
assists per game.
O'Neill feels that Thomas may have been overlooked by many.
"Don's an outstanding athlete, but because of the small
classification his school is in, he didn't get a lot of notoriety," said
O'Neill. "He has very good quickness and jumping ability, and his
shooting and ballhandling skills should allow him to handle either guard
position."
The next of UOP's recruits is Andy Franklin, a 6'8" center-forward
from Shasta High School in Redding, Calif. Starting off with honorable
mention all-league as a sophomore, the three-year varsity starter was AllNorCal the last two years, and Northern Athletic League MVP the last
two years. He was named to McDonald's Top 100 while averaging 21.0
points, 14.0 rebounds per game as a senior. His team won the league ti
tle in his junior season, and finished second during his sophomore and
senior years.
According to O'Neill, "Andy has the strength to play center,
shooting ability to be a power forward, and the quickness to guard a small
forward. He has no idea of just how good he can be."
The last of the new Tigers is Joe Fabian, a 6'7" forward from
Chaminade College Prep In Sepulveda, Calif. In 1982 Fabian helped
his team to a 21-5 record and the Santa Fe League championship. He
was named C1F 1-A Player of the Year, and is ranked second in the CIF
in career rebounds. He averaged 23.5 points per game, 19.4 rebounds
and 4.0 assists per game during his senior year.
"Joe is a rugged inside, power forward-type players," says O'Neill.
"He's a blue collar-type and fearless under the basket. He doesn't mind
bouncing some people around, and hitting the boards, and that's a
dimension we need," he continued
According to O'Neill, Matt Colbern, a walk-on guard last season,
will transfer to Willamette University in Salem, Oregon, (an NAIA
school).
Be sure to check out the "Coors Campusfest" taking place
today at the Raney Recreation area adjacent to the main gym
2:30-5 p.m.

Tubbing in Stockton

ped to 15-25 (9-15 in league) W«inesday when they lost a 9-2 decision
to Sonoma State.
Pitcher Mark
Cipres threw for five innings and
took the loss, giving up six runs and
nine hits, four of those runs in the fif
th inning. Cipres was relieved by Dan
Lindquist and Rick Paulsen. Paulsen
went four innings, his longest outing
of the year thus far, having three
"good innings" before giving up three
runs in the ninth inning. Outfielder
Eric Garner and second baseman Rob
Brzezinski scored Pacific's two runs.
UOP has lost nine of their last 14
games, although they shut out league
foe St. Mary's 5-0 last week, and
defeated Hayward State 3-2 last
Monday.
Head Coach John Picone at
tributes some of the UOP losses to
"inconsistent pitching."
"We are still walking too many
people at the wrong time," said
Picone. However, he claims that this
is not the only problem. "We also
are not hiting the ball like we
should," he adds.
UOP currently has a team
E.R.A. (earned run average) of 5.03

and team batting average of .255,
while their opponents are 3.56 ud
.263 respectively.
Senior lefthander Greg Unje
became the first
pitcher in UOP
history to throw over 100 innings fa
four consecutive years. He threw 121
as a freshman; 128 his sophomore
season; and 111 last season. He'i
totaled up 107.1 this season so far. In
other career categories, Unger leads
in innings pitched (467.1); appearan
ces (83); and tied for first in gams
started (54). In the victory categoty
he is third with 25. On the strikeout
list, he is fourth with 308.
Senior second baseman Rob Brzezinski now holds the career mark it
runs scored (141), doubles (38), and
stolen bases (121). He is current))
second in at-bats (692) and needs jus
11 more to pass Pat Tobin (701). lc
the hits, Brzezinski has 172 caree
hits, putting him at fourth on the alltime list. In UOP's three-game series
with University of Nevada-Lai
Vegas, Brzezinski had a phenomenal
two homcruns, both in the first in
ning of the third game, which Pacific
went on to win 19-9.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
REVENUE OFFICER

A China player goes up for a spike in the U.S. vs China
volleyball match played April 15 at the Spanos Center.
The People's Republic of China defeated the United
States. 15-13, 15-7, 17-15 before an estimated crowd
of 3,500.

Oldies But
Goodies Party

Retrji re-ienis
'Eao.-.el::
262 T
far." vaior), or
"3 years professional,
administrative, technical
experience
•U.S. citizenship
•Driver's license

American Family Sauna & Tub

477-TUBS
No alcoholic Deverages
No one under 18 allowed without Parents

„ UOP golfer. i u n i o r K e

PAF be
By Laura

Kuhn

Staff Writer

In an effort to raise mon
support UOP athletic teams
Pacific Athletic Foundation w
conducting their tenth annual

drive April 22 to May 27.
According to Mike Milh
executive director of PAF, the n
raised is given to UOP t<
distributed for various athletic
poses. Milhaupt indicated tha
PAF ha s no control over the sp
allocation of the money raised.
Some UOP faculty and stu
have recently criticized the amoi
money put into the UOP at
program each year. Last yea
PAF fund drive brought in a to
5753,000 in donations in the fo:
cash, goods, and services.
According to UOP At!
Director Elkin Isaac, "All the n
raised goes to a general fund tc
Port the entire athletic progra
Isaac emphasized that "withoi
community support there
*ay we could sustain our cv
competitive program.'"
Isaac noted that priori
J '"button of the PAF fund

its
•Permanent Career
•Northern California
•Paid Training
•Start $12,354, up
•Promotion to $23,000+
•Retirement plan
•Health, life insurance

Representatives from the Internal Revenue
Service will be on campus to discuss career
opportunities April 29, a,*00 p.m., check with
your Placement Office for location. For an
application, contact your Placement Office or
call 415-556-3835.

April 24,1982 9 p.m.-i a.m.

All you "Cool Cats" who lived thru
the 1950 s and 1960 s are Invited
to Humps for an old-fashioned Sox Hop
$50 cash Prize for Best Male Costume!
$50 Cash Prize for Best Female Costume!
prizes for Dance contests!
Happy Hour Prices All Nitet!
VENETIAN SQUARE
MARCH & PERSHING

957-4322

Now Serving Pizza

Just Opening Special
p wm m wm tm m m

• FRESH FROZEN YOGURT !
I

|z

Buy One w.,™,,
Small ni
At nuyuiar
Regular rnge
Price

p SAVE 50°/*
FREE SAMPLES
Valid between 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. daily
The Yogurt Pump
5757 Pacific Ave.
Sherwood Plaza
(By K-Mart)

952-8543

C0UPON

P R OFESSIONAI

OPEN T

ALL

YOUR NAIL

^555 N p
ershir

••-rsn,ng,Su

,phone477-2R7i
" "'"""UU,,,,^ D / 1
i!!!?

Equal Opportunity Employer

I I I 1 I I II

h 4419 Pacific Ave. Stockton

»

The Job: Public conqacc and tax collection
work helping taxpayers meet tax obligations.

Mon. - Thurs."4 00 per person
fri. -|Sun. 5.00 per person

A Family Health & Relaxation Center

i

S.';ELf=u:
basketball, and volleyt

12 Outdoor Tubs m a patio garden
setting
* All private facililes surrounded by
redwood fencing
' Cabana changing area w showers

This is your invitation to
warm up on a cold night
or
make a big splash during the Rain
100 off per person with student
body card. Mon. - Thurs. only.

P9

I

y|

f!
|

HOURS
11 to 10 Mon-Thurs
11 to 11 Fri Sat
12 to 10 Sun

.in.
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SPORTS
Golf hoping for NCAA bid

"<H I

By Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer

X

ton.

*3?

For the first time since 1979, the
Pacific golf team has a very good
chance to play in the NCAA Cham
pionship.
Pacific has played well in its past
three tourneys, placing fourth in the
Northern California Intercollegiate,
ninth at the Fresno Classic, and
eighth at the Western Intercollegiate.
With the help of three under-par
rounds (Kevin Orona's tournament
leading 67, Mark Sear's 69, and Fred
Tedeschi's 70) Pacific shot a team
one-under-par round of 354 to lead at
the outset of Northern California
tourney by six over University of
Oregon. But the Tigers fell back to
fourth place at the end of the tour
ney, with rounds of 366 and 369. San
Jose, Oregon and Fresno passed up
Pacific.
UOP's second team tied for
eleventh along with Davis at 1152 and
ahead of Sacramento State.
Orona followed his first round
67 with two 72's to finish tied for the
top spot with San Jose's Joe Tamburino. A playoff ensued, and Tam-
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Top UOP golfer, junior Kevin Orona, watches his shot.
*•

i today PAF begins '82 fund drive
"li°y**°"''"j

^--'n

,h«

By Laura Kuhn
Staff Writer

l«fth»nder Qrej iw
In an effort to raise money to
r"« Pitcher a U« support UOP athletic teams, the

my lo throw ova 100 inniogsi, Pacific Athletic Foundation will be

' n-'teaitinycwi. Hetkml] conducting their tenth annual fund

128 his sopboiiHjR drive April 22 to May 27.
According to Mike Milhaupt,
«*v Md III Ust season. HA
wd up 107.1 thi* season so fai l executive director of PAF, the money
' cvHtr -4tefona, Ungerlts raised is given to UOP to be
ir .ng# (Niched (467.1); appears, distributed for various athletic pur
it)), md tied for fintiagauposes. Milhaupt indicated that the
led (54). In the victorycatejoi) PAF ha s no control over the specific
i third with 23. On the strikcot allocation of the money raised.
Some UOP faculty and students
he h fourth with 308.
have
recently criticized the amount of
Senior second baseman Rob ftmoney
put into the UOP athletic
i hi now hokb the career marl:
scored (Ml), doubles (31),cJ program each year. Last year the
,n bme* (121). He is curratiy 'AF fund drive brought in a total of
153,000 in donations in the form of
md lo M-b«ts (692) and needsja cash, goods, and services.
acre to peas Pat Tobin (101) I
According to UOP Athletic
hitt. Brieaimki has 112* Director Elkin Isaac, "All the money
put ting him at fourth on tit i raised goes to a general fund to sup
oP'i three-game*®" port the entire athletic program."
University
of Nevada^ Isaac emphasized that "without the
rt
as, Brreonshi had a
PAF community support there is no
T^runs, both in * WJ way we could sustain our current
w ^ competitive program."
15uluwi-«"
Isaac noted that priority in
. na to win 19-9.
distribution of the PAF funds was
given to revenue programs such as
football, basketball, and volleyball.
1

rri>"*'4n.

The money raised by the PAF
will go toward room and board and
tuition scholarships for athletes,
operating expenses for the teams,
travel costs and salaries.
The goal set by Milhaupt for this
year's fund drive is $750,000. The
drive consists of volunteers who work
to solicit memberships to the PAF
from alumni and the Stockton com
munity.
Incentives such as tax deduc
tions, parking privileges, and football
and basketball seating privileges are
given to encourage pledges to the
PAF.
A minimum $1,250 con
tribution to the UOP athletic
program entitles PAF membership.
According to Milhaupt, only 13
percent of the money pledged to the
organization comes from alumni,
with the greatest support for Tiger
athletics coming from members of the
Stockton community who have adop
ted UOP as their "surrogate univer
sity."
Isaac said that "most of our in
come comes from gate receipts and
guarantees." Other money for
athletics is generated through con

PtllllllltllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllH (IIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHII llllIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIH lllllllf Hllltlllllllltllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllll tllltllllllltttHlllllllllttllltlltllllllllllllll HQ
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1 722 W. Hammer Lanef
Phone 951-8102
Hill

III!

Kelly Libourel
Allan Zolezzi

Proprietors

Distinctive
Gifts,
Antiques,
Fur Rugs,
^

A 24-member board of directors
oversees the PAF and its activities.
The: UOP athletic director, financial
vicefrpresident, various community
members, and a few members of the
Board of Regents serve on the PAF
board.
Other funds for UOP athletics
are generated by special clubs for in
dividual sports. The Quarterback
Club raises money to support the
football program, and the Casaba
Club functions to aid the basketball
program.
The Pacific Association for
Women's
Sports,
P.A.W.S.,
generates support and interest for
UOP's women's sports. The final
fund raising organization for UOP
athletics is the Tiger Boosters, a
group that supports the athletic
program as a whole.

Plants

Gtfts
952-5683
Venetian Bridges
10°/o off with Coupon

Final Pacific Tournament Results

Northern California Intercollegiate

UOP, No. 1

Ken Earle
Kevin Orona

75-73-72: 220
67-72-72: 211

Jeff Wilson
Fred Tedeschi
Brad Penfold
Mark Sear

73-70-75:
70-78-74:
75-78-76:
69-73-76:

218
222
229
218

UOP, No.2
Jeff Brehaut
Mark Mitchell
Dave Vachon
Kevin Coombs
Todd Barsotti
Drew Hagen

Fresno Classic

Earle
Orona
Wilson
Tedeschi
Penfold
Sear

77-70-77: 224
76-77-77: 230
79-79-75: 233
83-79-76: 227
75-76-76: 227
88-81-79: 248
79-73-71:
74-76-75:
74-75-75:
77-78-73:
75-83-80:
78-75-79:

223
225
224
230
238
232

Western Intercollegiate
Earle
Orona
Wilson
Tedeschi
Penfold
Sear

73-77-70:
75-76-78:
77-76-75:
78-73-79:
78-80-78:
74-73-81:

220
229
227
230
236
228

UOP's Mike DeVries practices his swing.

Men's tennis get first PCAA win;
women netters 2-2 in league
By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer

The UOP men's tennis team won
its first PCAA match in its twelveyear membership in the league by

low rates for qualified students
call or come in for a quote

ALL YOUR NAIL CARE & BEAUTY NEEDS

desirable finishes, Pacific does have a
good chance to travel to the NCAA's .
Pacific not only competes against
PCAA teams for an NCAA bid, but
PAC-10 teams as well. Pacific has
consistently finished above teams in
both conferences except UCLA,
USC, Fresno and San Jose. Assuming
that UCLA and USC will receive in
vitations due to their pre-spring
rankings of one and eight respec
tively, Pacific's main opponents are
Fresno and San Jose and possibly
Oregon and Long Beach. The Tigers
are now competing against Fresno
and Long Beach at the Aztec In
vitational in San Diego.
Pacific wants to finish as high as
possible in San Diego while keeping
Fresno and Long Beach behind them.
If that goal is accomplished, then a
second-place finish behind San Jose
in the PCAA Championship will give
them a chance at an NCAA bid, and a
victory will guarantee it.

cessions, programs, advertise
ments, T.V., radio contracts,
PAF and "friends who support us."
Milhaupt doesn't seem concerned
about the PAF in terms of recent
NCAA investigations which have
uncovered violations by certain
university athletic booster groups at
large schools.
"The groups that get into
trouble," he said, "are the ones that
are very independent." The PAF, in
contrast to many booster groups, has
no real influence on how the money
they raise is allocated.

STUDENTS
Insurance costs too high?

PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY PRODUCTS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

55 N. Pershing, Suite 6
Phone 477-2571

burino hit two shots on the first
playoff hole, a par four, to within
four feet of the hole. Orona missed
the fairway to the right and the green
short. He then chipped to within five
feet and missed his putt, making five.
Tamburino putted for a four and the
victory.
Then the team traveled to Fresno
for the Fresno State/Pepsi Cola
Classic, which was won by USC with
a three-shot margin over UCLA.
Pacific
played
somewhat
mediocre here, always remaining
about where they finished, in ninth
place. They beat two PCAA teams,
Fullerton and Utah State, which
helped Pacific's shot at an NCAA
bid.
Again in the Western Inter
collegiate the team played well, but
not as well as they had hoped. Their
eighth-place finish saw only two
PCAA teams finish ahead of them,
San Jose and Long Beach, both of
whom Pacific has beaten in the past.
Ken Earle's rounds of 73-77-70 for
220 gave him the highest Tiger finish,
and tied him for the ninth individual
place.
Despite the last two less than

Dutcher
Insurance
4422 N. Pershing
Stockton, Ca. 95207

BUDGET
PAYMENTS

478-2450
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upending the Fullerton State Titans 63 on the Tiger home court last Satur
day.
One of the hardest-fought mat
ches of the day was won by UOP's
number one singles player, Elliott
Dun. Dun defeated his Fullerton op
ponent, Mike Moore, 5-7, 7-6, and 63.
Other singles victories for the
Tigers were atained by freshmen Mike
DeVries 6-4, 7-6 (6-3); Alex Stamey 61, 6-2; and Scott Zehner 6-1,6-1.
In doubles action, the Tigers
team of Dun and Zehner defeated
their Titan opponents in a tough 4-6,
6-2, 7-5 match at the number two
position.
DeVries and Stamey
teamed up at number three to whip
their opponents 6-1, 6-4.
"This was a great victory for us.
We have been playing really well since
Spring break, and this victory should
give us quite a bit of confidence as we
close out the season next week,"
remarked Coach Tom Jones.
The day before the Fullerton
match, the Tiger netters tuned up by
trouncing Chico State 7-2 at home.
The Tigers were led by the con
sistency of the number two and three
singles players Brian Nakashima and
Peter Munroe, respectively.
Nakashima whipped his opponent in
straight sets 6-3, 6-3. Munroe was
victorious in three sets 4-6,6-2, 6-1.
Once again, freshmen DeVries,
Stamey, and Zehner were victorious.
Stamey played a consistent match and
came out on top 6-2, 6-4. DeVries
and Zehner had a tougher time, win
ning 3-6, 6-2, 6-3, and 6-2, 4-6, 6-4,
respectively.
The men netters then faced their
third opponent in three days and
came up on the short end of a 6-3
decision to the Air Force Academy on
Sunday.
Despite the loss, the Tigers
managed to notch some good wins in
the singles competition. DeVries
narrowly lost a tough three-set mat
ch, while Dun, Stamey, and Zehner
continued to play well by defeating
their opponents.
Tuesday the Tigers will conclude
their season dual matches with a
home match against UC Davis at 2:30
p.m. on the Tiger courts.

defeated by league foe San Jose State
Spartans 9-0, at San Jose.
Tomorrow the netters travel to
Reno where they will take on
Stanislaus State at 9 a.m. and UC
Santa Cruz at 1 p.m. They will then
face the University of Nevada-Reno
at 10 a.m. on Sunday.
,

The women's tennis team lost
two tough decisions last week in
NorCal action. The first saw the lady
netters come up on the short end
of a tough 5-4 decision to the Fresno
State BuTdogs.
The Tigers were victorious in
four of the six doubles matches.
Leading the Tiger netters with vic
tories in the singles competition were
Karen Hedlund, Tina Tseng, Linda
Woo, and Annette Ward. The match
was decided in the number-one
doubles with the Tigers team of An
nette Ward and Karen Hedlund
losing a tough three-set match.
Last Tuesday, the Lady netters
were overwhelmed 9-0 by league dual
match champion and heavy favorite
UC Berkeley.
Playing well for the Tigers was
Eve Zimmerman at the number one
singles-losing a tough three-set mat
ch. Zimmerman easily won the first
set of the match, but wasn't able to
hold on to win the match. Also
playing well for the Tigers was Linda
Woo at the number-three singles
position.
On a brighter note, the Tigers
walloped league foe USF 7-2 last
week.
"We were too strong, and our
depth overwhelmed USF," remarked
Coach Gordon Graham.
The lady netters, 2-2 in NorCal
play, will face Santa Clara on
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Marina
Yacht and Tennis Club in North
Stockton. The match is open to the
public, and everyone is welcome. A
win for the Tigers will put them in a
three-way tie for second place with
Santa Clara and Fresno State.
"A win over Santa Clara will still
enable us to achieve our pre-season
goal of finishing second behind cal in
league action," commented Graham.
The team will conclude their dual
match season on Wednesday against
UC Davis on the Tiger courts at 2
p.m. The Tigers defeated Davis
On Wednesday, the Tigers, now earlier this year 7-2 in a well played
1-2 in PCAA action,* were soundly match.
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UOP looks at cuts with 'guarded optimism I

(from page 1)
sexual harassment

wo^j 'D"The

policy would have to oe y
that new students would^ow^0.
it. We will try to get the policy pr
ted in the Tiger Lore ai^ dso ^sent

formal and informal grievances, ac.
cording to Dean Whiteker. "After
the policy is passed, we will have to
make sure that the people involved in
the process are aware of their responsibilities, so that the policy can be
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(see paR

correctly utilized.

"W« have worked for two years
The UOP administration, as well He believes, however, that schools of
to
try
to make the policy the best for
high quality such as UOP, "will con
as the student body, is regarding the
By Lynn Gogel
everyone,"
Andrews said. "There
possible approval by Congress of the tinue to be of quality, but will have to
have been problems with sexual
SptcMJoTlwPMlftc.il
fall
back
on
their
own
sources
more
cutback proposals with concern and
harassment on this campus in the
frequently than in the past."
caution. As Dean Medford said, "It's
"Not optimism, but guarded
past, but hopefully the new policy
The UOP Financial Aid Office,
1SSUe e education program would
bound to have an effect, and if we
Th
pessimism." These were the words
will make such problems easier to
(the administration) were to say we're as well as the financial aid offices of
also have to include the instrucuon of deal with."
used by UOP Dean of Admissions
not worried, we'd be giving a false Stanislaus State and Delta College,
those involved in the handling 01
Leslie Medford in a recent interview
has been working hard to keep
to describe the administration s at
impression."
and he asked me to come see him one
However, Medford says, "Ap students informed of current finan
titude toward President Reagan s
cial aid updates and happenings, and
day and asked me to be on the
plications
to
the
university
are
run
budget proposals to slash federa
encouraging students to take action.
team," Park said.
(from
page
1)
ning
almost
exactly
the
same
as
they
student financial aid.
Letters
have
been
sent
out
to
in
"The fact that this is Scott's first
The
speech
is
prepared
ahead
o
time
were for this time last year." Med
With 65 percent of the current
terested students by the office, urging
8^501^
year, and he made it to Nationals is
ford attributes this to the fact that
UOP student body receiving a form
|
for
the
entire
tour^me^
them to write to Congress and express
placed fourth out of 65 com
most high school seniors submit
amazing," Schamber said. "And
of financial aid, or some combination
their disapproval of federal financial
then placing fourth in the nation,
of forms, the financial aid budget percent, and a change in interest rates multiple applications, and also to the
petitors
at
Nationals.
,
t
the
aid cutbacks. A meeting was held on
"I'm really happy about tne that's just fantastic."
cuts proposed by Reagan could have and repayment policies would take "wait and see attitude many people
March 23 to encourage the letterPark came in second in his first
hold
about
possible
financial
aid
cutdisastrous consequences if approved.
fourth-place
finish," Par.kJ!*l.'
writing drive and inform students of
tournament in the novice division at
"Fourth in the country, wow. That
The $11-3 million dollars the univer place.According to Ms. Rogers, a bftcks<
just fantastic. I couldn t even beheve the beginning of this year. He was
According to UOP Financial Aid current financial aid happenings.
sity received from the federalgovern change in the current GSL program
The Office of Financial Aid has
it when they said I made it to quarter immediately moved up to the varsity
ment this year would drop to $10.3 would most directly affect middle-in Director Paul Phillips, "It has to af
level, and has been competing there
fect enrollment—but to what extent, also been working closely with the
million next year, and to
come students, graduate students,
fina Park who is a junior pre-law
ever since. He qualified for Nationals
devastatingly low $4.5 million during and professional students, all ot we don't really know yet. The 1983- Career Planning and Placement Cen
ter on Job Location and Develop
major, has only been on the forensics by obtaining a first place and two
84 school year is probably where it
the 1983-84 academic year.
whom have few other options.
ment program (JLD) to provide
team since Septemberl^SL
.
second-place finished at selected
"Guaranteed Student Loans
will show up."
Although enactment ot a
students with off-campus work oppor
"I had a class with Jon, [Scnam tournaments around California.
Financial aid officers at
(GSL's) will be the only cutback to go Guaranteed Student Loan reduction
ber, director of the forensics team]
tunities.
into effect next year if Reagan s program will undoubtedly have a Stanislaus State and Delta Junior
"UOP
willl
receive
its
initial
budget passes," said Pat Rogers, great impact on the Pacific students College echoed the frustrations of
allocations in early April," said Ms.
UOP assistant financial aid director.
who currently receive over $3.6 UOP's Dean Medford and Paul
She continued, "It's the year after million dollars in funds from this Phillips. "Those people back there in Rogers, "After these are confirmed,
we'll know more of where we stand
that we really have to worry about.
source yearly, Dean Medford stated, Washington are dealing with these for the 1982-83 academic year."
If the proposals are accepted by
people's
lives.
What
do
they
expect
us
"Major changes are slated for a year
No one can predict what the
Congress, in 1982-83 graduate and from now." All federal funding for to tell students?" asked Joan Morns,
future will hold for students relying
professional students would no the National Direct Student Loan financial aids director at Stanislaus.
heavily on financial aid funds to
longer be eligible for Guaranteed (NDSL), and the Supplemental Grant State President Walter Olson said,
Student Loans. As recently stated by (SEOG), the Health Professions "Students will try to work a little complete their education, or how the
university itself will be affected if the
ASUOP Vice-President Linda Haver- Student Loan (HPSL) and the more and take fewer units."
1 ' Army
A
Cf\i IT years
If you join today's
for four
proposed aid cuts are approved by
ty, "A cut in professional loans
Stanislaus
State
is
already
heavily
Student Incentive Grant (SS1G) will
and qualify for certain specialties, we 11 give you
Congress in the next several weeks.
would undoubtedly have a great im be completely eliminated under the populated by working students.
a $5000 enlistment bonus
pact on students in the School of administration's proposals. These
If aid cutbacks become a reality,
"As Dean Medford said,
In fact, 57 different Army skills otter
Pharmacy as well as the other UOP cutbacks would drastically affect ap UOP's Dean Medford sees some
"Although
we
are
cautious
concerned
bonuses
ranging from $15M to $5000. That
professional schools." Financial proximately 2,300 UOP students: private schools becoming non-elitist
and worried, we see no reason for
includes all sorts of things, from learning to
need will become a qualification for a Over half of the entire student and, "opening their doors to just
repair a Pershing Missile to operating a laser
GSL, loan origin fees charged by len
about anyone in order to survive " great alarm at this point."
body.
ders would increase by fiveto
ten
tive- 10 icn••
•
I
, f
Plus, there's the personal satisfaction that
comes with doing a tough job well. The added
maturity and self-confidence you 11 enjoy.
To find out about all the benefits ot
go
Senate swiftly if President Reagan
serving
your country as you serve yourself,
the
1984
Presidetial
race."
'The
first
is
the
terrible
state
of
U.S. Senate Democratic Whip
"The people demand effective will conclude one with the Soviet
visit
your
local Army Recruiter. Or call Army
the
economy,
which
impinges
most
Alan Cranston (D., Calif.) said voters
•
presidential leaderhip on this life- Union."
Opportunities,
800-423-3673. In California,
immediately on their lives. The other
will make the nuclear freeze a
"But I am not convinced that
and-death question, and Ronald
is
the
drift
toward
nuclear
war."
call
800-282-5864.
"political litmus test" for most can
Reagan is not providing that leader President Reagan has either the
didates running for Congress this
ship," Cranston told a "Ground capacity or the will to negotiate such
Cranston has endorsed the
November.
Cranston made the
.
Zero" observance at the University of a treaty."
nuclear
freeze initiative on the
staemet in a speech in Charlottesville,
Cranston, who has been in 10
Virginia.
California ballot this November and
Va.,this week.
states
in
the
past
10
weeks,
said
he
He promised that
as a
he has co-sponsored several freeze
Democratic
leader,
I
will
do
all
I can found "two concerns paramount in
resolutions in the Senate.
He predicted that the nuclear
the
minds
of
the
people
everywhere
I
arms race "will be a defining issue in to get an arms agreement through the
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Cranston calls nuclear freeze'political test

The IFC as it listened tt
Tuesday evening.
Clifford (second from
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COMPUTERS(from page 1)
to the source.
Winterberg refused comment.
Although Zedlitz refused to
disclose the price of the HP-125, in an
earlier interview with The Pacifican
on March 24, 1982, he said that funds
for the HP-125 became available
when three employees of the univer
sity did not return for the current
academic year. But one source said
that monies allocated for these

positions still remain idle, and no
evidence exists of purchases related to
the computer system in university
records. Zedlitz did not say whether
money for the HP-3000 also came
from the accounts of the three former
employees.
Zedlitz has staunchly defended
the purchase of the new computer
package because of its potential to
improve efficiency in the Finance Ofnee.

Poliee_Beai

RANEY RECREATION AREA

"It allows us to make better
financial decisions," he said,
although 'he could not provide
specific Figures for cost savings ac
crued by the new system.

TODAY!!

Zedlitz said that the Finance
Center was considering adding two
new word processors for secretarial
use in the Finance Center, but he was
unsure of a specific date for their
purchase.
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Rash of obscene calls has coeds scared

More than ten

people are

The Interfraternit;
(IFC) made its first re
decision concerning dis
ween fraternities, Tues
This is the first disciplir
the council has taken
years of effective existen
On this particular
council heard charge:
against the Archania fr
leveled by the Omega
fraternity. The charges
°n Friday afternoon, A:
men of Archania inapj
used their fire truck i
ight causing damage to

^

believed to possess the combination
By Kathleen Bacchini
of the safe.
Staff Writer
Of the currency stolen, $7,600 of
it
was
from the proceeds of the U.S.
Obscene phone calls are not un
common, particularly to female coeds and Red China Olympic team
on UOP's campus. But a rash of volleyball game on Wednesday night.
recent obscene phone calls have The remainder stolen consisted of
triggered a scare among the coeds
because of their unusual nature.
According to campus security,
the calls are believed to be made by
Stockton Hilton, Suite 7
the same suspect or at least not more
than two. They are unusual in that
££ aasta Gra nd Canal Blvd.
not only does the obscene caller voice
obscenities, but he also threatens to
kill his victim.
"He also usually tells the girls he
1)52-0421 or 052-0+20
is watching them around campus, and
will ask for them by their first
name," said Lieutenant Correll, who
has been following the case tor tne
The best in Hair Styling for ncn and
past month.
women. Nine professional hair stylists,
Frequent obscene calls have been
reported by the University Center
headed by U1 Bova, in comfortable
Apartments and several Quad dorms.
surroundings at the Stockton I llton.
Campus Security, though con
cerned, believes the calls do not pose
any real danger because "typically
obscene callers are not known to
carry out their threats; they just do it
to get some kind of reaction from the
receiver," says Correll.
Correll warns other students that
OUR WORK-STUDY PROGRAM GETS YOU
if they become the victims of such
MORE THAN TWO INCOMES.
calls, they "should not engage in
conversation with the obscene caller.
If you have at least two years of college left, they can
Simply hang up the phone, and then
be over $6,000 cheaper. By joining the Army Reserve and
notify our office."
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Army ROTC at the same time, you earn two incomes —
over $100 a month as a Reservist, and $100 a month as an
ROTC Cadet. You graduate from ROTC a second lieu
tenant and continue in the Reserve as an Army officer. It's
called the Simultaneous Membership Program. By join
ing the Army Reserve now, you can take your paid initial
entry training over the summer. You'll then qualify for
Advanced RCTC programs at over 800 colleges, universities,
and cross-enrollment schools. If you'd like to learn more,
stop by or call

ARMY RESERVE. BEALLYOUCANBE.
CALL: (209) 951-3641

Staff Writer

thp
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the physical well-being c

various athletic department funds,
and a small collection of gold coins.
Campus Security is now actively
investigating the case. Correll stated,
"We have not focused on any one
person as of yet, but we do have
possible suspects in the case."

Over $9,(XX) in checks and currency
were discovered stolen from the ath
letic department safe Thursday, April
15.
Since there were no signs of for
ced entry, Campus Security believes
the suspect or suspects must have
possessed a key to the safe room and
knew the safe combination.
"The safe combination hasn't
been changed in over ten years, and
we know there are at least 60 keys
missing that belonged to that depart
ment," said Lieutenant Correll, an
investigating officer for the case.

By T.K. Rohan
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Prizes will be given away every 1j5 minutes and winners will be selected for eac
every half-hour. Winner's prized will be awardedjrt the end of the day
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